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Three distinct techniques exist for distributing an ultrastable frequency reference over optical fibers.
For the distribution of a microwave frequency reference, an amplitude-modulated continuous wave
�cw� laser can be used. Over kilometer-scale lengths this approach provides an instability at 1 s of
�3�10−14 without stabilization of the fiber-induced noise and �1�10−14 with active noise
cancellation. An optical frequency reference can be transferred by directly transmitting a stabilized
cw laser over fiber and then disseminated to other optical and microwave regions using an optical
frequency comb. This provides an instability at 1 s of 2�10−14 without active noise cancellation and
3�10−15 with active noise cancellation �Recent results reduce the instability at 1 s to 6�10−18.�
Finally, microwave and optical frequency references can be simultaneously transmitted using an
optical frequency comb, and we expect the optical transfer to be similar in performance to the cw
optical frequency transfer. The instability at 1 s for transfer of a microwave frequency reference with
the comb is �3�10−14 without active noise cancellation and �7�10−15 with active stabilization.
The comb can also distribute a microwave frequency reference with root-mean-square timing jitter
below 16 fs integrated over the Nyquist bandwidth of the pulse train ��50 MHz� when
high-bandwidth active noise cancellation is employed, which is important for remote
synchronization applications. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2437069�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current research on optical atomic clocks1,2 offers the
potential to produce frequency references with orders of
magnitude lower instability and inaccuracy than is provided
by the best existing microwave frequency references.3–15 For
accuracy, the best microwave frequency reference is pro-
vided by a cesium-fountain clock, which is able to measure
the frequency of the hyperfine splitting of the cesium elec-
tronic ground state with an accuracy better than six parts in
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1016.16,17 However, frequency references based on optical
transitions in laser-cooled and trapped atoms and ions are
expected to eventually provide uncertainties approaching one
part in 1018,3 and short-term instabilities of a few parts in
1017 for a 1 s averaging time,10 nearly three orders of mag-
nitude better than the best microwave atomic clocks. The
current performance of various high-stability oscillators is
summarized in Fig. 1.

It shows the Allan deviation �a measure of the fractional
frequency deviations of an oscillator as a function of averag-
ing time, to be explained in detail in Sec. II A� of some of
the most stable existing frequency references. In the micro-
wave domain, a cryogenic sapphire oscillator18 �closed
squares� is shown, as well as a hydrogen maser19 �closed
circles� that is steered by a cesium-fountain clock. In the
optical domain, a narrow 0.3 Hz linewidth laser20,21 �open
circles� that serves as the local oscillator for an optical clock
based on ultracold Sr atoms is compared to the projected
performance for the Sr optical clock22 �open squares�. In
addition, it has been shown that the excess instability asso-

ciated with locking a mode-locked femtosecond laser-based
optical frequency comb to an optical reference can achieve
the level shown as open diamonds.23 Finally, the rf signal
provided by detecting the 10 GHz harmonic of a femtosec-
ond laser’s repetition rate has an excess instability24 �relative
to the stability of the comb’s optical frequencies� shown as
closed diamonds. From these results it can be seen that future
needs for the stability of fiber-transferred frequency refer-
ences will approach the 10−16 level at 1 s and 10−18 at longer
time scales, in order to preserve the quality of these refer-
ences after transfer.

Further development of optical frequency references will
require unprecedented levels of stability for characterization.
The initial research-oriented systems are complex and not
necessarily portable, so the ability to remotely transfer fre-
quency references without introducing any additional insta-
bility is of urgent concern for optical clock development. In
fact, the current state-of-the-art microwave frequency stan-
dards already demand improved-stability transfer protocols
for signal comparison and clock synchronization. In addition,
as listed in the following paragraphs and as shown in Fig. 2,
a number of exciting applications taking advantage of the
superior stability of optical references will benefit a great
deal from the capability of high-stability frequency transfer.
They include the test of fundamental physical principles, de-
velopment of next-generation accelerator-based x-ray
sources, long-baseline coherent radio telescope arrays, and
the accurate mapping of the Earth’s geoid, to name a few
important examples.

The first application requiring ultrastable transfer of fre-
quency references is the comparison of frequency references
based on transitions in different atomic species. This would
enable measurements of the time variation of fundamental
constants,25 such as the fine structure constant �.26–31 If �
were changing over time, the frequencies of these transitions
based on different atomic systems would change with respect
to each other. Since the development of an optical clock

FIG. 1. �Color online� Fractional frequency instabilities of various high-
stability microwave and optical frequency references. References are given
in the text.

FIG. 2. �cover image� Ultrastable
frequency/timing references are dis-
tributed through a kilometer-scale op-
tical fiber network to facilities for sev-
eral precision applications, including:
atomic clock comparison and synchro-
nization, also enabling mapping of the
Earth’s geoid; a long-baseline array of
phase-coherent radio telescopes; and
an accelerator-based advanced light
source for generating x-ray pulses. Im-
age courtesy of Jeff Fal, JILA.
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demands a great deal of time and resources, typically mul-
tiple clocks based on transitions in different atomic species
are not built in the same laboratory. Therefore, the ability to
reliably transfer a frequency reference is crucial for these
comparisons. The most accurate measurements to date have
placed a constraint of one part in 1015 on the possible frac-
tional variation of � in a year, and the future generations of
optical frequency standards should provide a sensitivity at
the level of 10−18 per year. The comparison of optical fre-
quency standards also enables the evaluation of their perfor-
mance by measuring their relative instability and systematic
shifts, since there are no other frequency references stable
enough against which these comparisons can be made.

Comparisons of optical frequency standards are accom-
plished by averaging the frequency measurements over an
extended period of time. Thus, the spectral distribution of
frequency fluctuations may not be explicitly displayed, since
phase information at short time scales has been averaged
over. However, for applications that involve very tight timing
synchronization among system components, the distributed
frequency reference to which all the components will be syn-
chronized must have very high stability and low phase noise
for short time scales. This is equivalent to saying that the
transfer must exhibit ultralow timing jitter �approaching fem-
toseconds� over an extended Fourier frequency range.32 One
such application is long-baseline interferometry for radio
astronomy.33 Low-jitter transfer of a frequency reference
could be used to distribute a signal from a master oscillator
to each telescope in an array of �60 radio telescopes over a
distance of �20 km. This would enable all telescopes in the
array to phase-coherently collect data, thereby simulating a
single telescope with a very large aperture.33 Low-jitter
transfer could also be used to distribute a frequency refer-
ence throughout a linear accelerator facility over distances of
2–5 km for synchronization of its various components. Re-
cently, there has been considerable interest in producing ul-
trashort x-ray pulses generated in accelerator-based facilities
to study ultrafast phenomena in several fields including
chemistry, physics, biology, and materials science.34–37 These
studies will involve pump-probe experiments using visible
lasers to pump the samples and the x-ray pulses to probe
them, or vice versa.35,37 Transfer of a low-jitter frequency
reference throughout an accelerator facility will be necessary
to synchronize the visible pump pulses with the short x-ray
pulses at the sample. It will also be crucial for the generation
of the ultrashort x-ray pulses, since the components of the
accelerator must be synchronized with the short bunches of
accelerated electrons that produce the x-ray pulses.

A traditional method for transferring frequency and time
standards over long distances has been the common-view
global positioning satellite system �GPS�, which is the
method used to compare the frequency and time standards of
national laboratories around the world.38 In this scheme, the
transmitter and the receiver both compare their times simul-
taneously with that of a common GPS satellite that is in view
of both. With knowledge about their relative distances to the
satellite, their relative time difference can be determined, as
can their relative frequency difference with subsequent mea-
surements. Common-mode fluctuations in the path lengths to

the satellite and the actual time of the satellite cancel out and
do not play a role in the relative time or frequency measure-
ment. By averaging for about a day it is possible to reach
accuracies of one part in 1014.39 GPS carrier phase and two-
way satellite time and frequency transfer �TWSTFT� tech-
niques can push the frequency transfer instability to the low
parts in 1015 in 1 day.40 However, these techniques are lim-
ited by fluctuations in the paths that are not common mode.
They do not provide the short-term stability necessary for
synchronization applications, nor are they practical in situa-
tions such as the distribution of a frequency reference
throughout a linear accelerator facility.

An extremely promising alternative for stable distribu-
tion of a frequency reference is transmission over optical
fibers. The frequency reference �either optical or microwave�
is encoded onto an optical carrier for transmission over a
fiber network. Remote users are then able to recover the
frequency reference by decoding the received optical signal.
One attractive feature of optical fibers is that an environmen-
tally isolated fiber can be considerably more stable than free-
space paths, especially over short time scales. In addition,
the advantages that optical fibers offer for communications
�for example, low loss and scalability� are beneficial for a
frequency distribution system. A great deal of the technology,
components, and infrastructure also already exists for dis-
seminating frequency references over telecommunication op-
tical fibers, especially in urban environments as depicted in
Fig. 2.

In this Review we discuss three distinct methods for
transferring frequency references long distances over optical
fibers for applications including those shown in Fig. 2. These
methods represent the current state-of-the-art for high-
stability frequency transfer. In Sec. III we will present the
basic principles for the design of a fiber transfer network,
including discussion of noise processes and relevant design
considerations for active stabilization of the link. The subse-
quent three sections will then delve into specific experimen-
tal techniques for the fiber transfer: in Sec. IV we will dis-
cuss the transfer of a microwave frequency reference using
an amplitude-modulated continuous wave �cw� laser. In prac-
tice this provides the most straightforward method of trans-
ferring a microwave frequency reference or timing signal,
though it does not provide a straightforward means of trans-
ferring a more stable optical frequency reference. In Sec. V
the direct transfer of an optical frequency reference with a
cw laser will be presented. This is the most appropriate ap-
proach for remote comparisons of optical frequency stan-
dards. However, it has the drawback of not directly providing
a timing signal for remote synchronization applications,
since the modulation signal is the carrier itself, which is at
hundreds of terahertz. An optical frequency comb must be
employed to recover timing information. Finally, in Sec. VI
we will discuss frequency transfer by directly transmitting an
optical frequency comb, which is produced by the pulse train
from a mode-locked laser.41–43 The evenly spaced pulses in
time correspond to an array of discrete frequency compo-
nents that are uniformly spaced by the pulse repetition fre-
quency. The frequency comb can be stabilized to either a
microwave or optical frequency reference, and after trans-
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mission it simultaneously provides optical frequency refer-
ences �by detecting the individual comb components� span-
ning the spectrum and many microwave frequency
references �via harmonics of the comb spacing or pulse rep-
etition frequency�. More details of the comb and its stabili-
zation will also be provided in Sec. VI. However, before we
discuss various transfer techniques, it is important to under-
stand how to measure and characterize frequency stability
and phase noise spectral density. This is the topic of the next
section.

II. CHARACTERIZATION AND MEASUREMENT OF
FREQUENCY STABILITY AND PHASE NOISE

There are typically two classes of characterization of the
instability of a frequency source. The first involves determin-
ing how the measured fractional frequency fluctuations of
the source vary as a function of the time over which the
frequency is averaged, and is commonly expressed using the
Allan deviation. The second method for characterizing fre-
quency stability is to measure the phase noise spectrum,
which represents the underlying frequency modulation pro-
cess over a range of relevant Fourier frequencies surrounding
the signal carrier. For analyzing the remote transfer of a mi-
crowave frequency reference, it is common to express this as
timing jitter spectral density. Whereas the phase noise is usu-
ally specified with respect to a particular carrier reference
frequency, the timing jitter specifies the total magnitude of
perturbations to a signal regardless of its frequency value.
The phase noise and timing jitter spectral densities of the
signal intrinsically contain the same information, but have
different mathematical representations that are each more or
less convenient depending on the physical situation involved.
Thorough discussions of the Allan deviation and phase spec-
tral density can be found in many excellent references.44–48

Here, we give a brief introduction to these methods for char-
acterizing the stability and purity of precision frequency
sources, as a useful start for a less-experienced reader.

A. Allan deviation

The Allan deviation,49 �y���, can be computed from a
series of consecutive frequency measurements, each obtained
by averaging over a period of time �. This averaging time
corresponds to the gate time of a frequency counter used to
make the frequency measurements. To see how �y��� can be
computed from these frequency measurements, it is neces-
sary to introduce some definitions. The signal from the fre-
quency source can be expressed as

V�t� = V0 cos�2��0t + ��t�� , �1�

where V0 is the amplitude of the signal, �0 is its nominal
center frequency, and ��t� represents time-varying deviations
from the nominal phase 2��0t. The instantaneous fractional
frequency deviation from the nominal center frequency is
given by

y�t� =
1

2��0

d

dt
��t� . �2�

The Allan deviation for an averaging time � is then de-
fined as

�y��� � � 1

2
�y�t + �� − y�t��2�1/2

, �3�

where 	 
 indicates an infinite time average and y represents
the time average of y�t� over a period �.47 �y��� can be esti-
mated from a finite set of N consecutive average values of
the center frequency, �i, each averaged over a period �,

�y��� � � 1

2�N − 1��0
2 

i=1

N−1

��i − �i+1�2�1/2

. �4�

The Allan deviation for averaging times that are integer
multiples of �, �y�m��, can then be calculated by forming a
new set of N /m average frequency values from the original
set of N values. The original set is subdivided into adjacent,
nonoverlapping subsets. Each value of the new set of fre-
quency values is computed by averaging the m values in
each subset of the original data. When using this technique,
estimation of the uncertainty associated with a given � is not
rigorous.48 For the purposes of this Review, whenever an
Allan deviation is shown without error bars, the total amount
of frequency-counting data taken was �4 times as much as
the longest � shown.

The Allan deviation is useful for characterizing a fre-
quency source because the type of phase noise present is
revealed by the way in which �y��� depends on �. For ex-
ample, if �y���	�−1 then white phase noise is the dominant
noise process, whereas if �y���	�−1/2 then white frequency
noise is dominant.47 However, for the Allan deviation to re-
liably indicate the type of noise present, it is crucial that
there be no dead time between the consecutive average fre-
quency measurements used to determine �y���. The presence
of dead time may bias the computed Allan deviation, de-
pending on the type of noise present. For example, since
dead time will result in a loss of coherence between data
points, white phase noise may be detected as white fre-
quency noise, depending on the length of the dead time.

B. Phase noise and timing jitter

The second method for characterizing the stability of a
frequency source—directly measuring its phase
fluctuations—is especially useful for determining the short-
term stability of a signal that is to be used for synchroniza-
tion of various system components. Phase noise is deter-
mined by measuring the phase fluctuations of a signal with
respect to a lower phase noise frequency reference.

The phase noise of a frequency source creates noise
sidebands on the carrier frequency that are spaced from the
carrier by the frequency at which the noise occurs. This
weakens the power in the carrier by spreading it into the
sidebands. It is common to express the phase noise of a
frequency source as the power spectral density �PSD� of
phase fluctuations, S��f�, which represents the mean-squared
phase fluctuation at Fourier frequency f from the carrier in a
measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz.47 It is defined as

021101-4 Foreman et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 78, 021101 �2007�
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S��f� � �
�̃�f��2 �rad2/Hz� . �5�

Note that S��f� includes contributions from both the upper
and lower sidebands of the carrier, since the Fourier trans-
form folds the negative portion of the Fourier spectrum of
the phase noise into the positive range of frequencies. An-
other quantity that is often used to specify the phase noise of
a frequency source is the single-sideband phase noise, L�f�,
defined as 1

2S��f�.47 It is usually written in units of dBc/Hz
�decibels below the carrier in a 1 Hz measurement band-
width� and can be logarithmically expressed as

L�f� = 10 log�1

2
S��f�� �dBc/Hz� . �6�

In some applications, such as remote synchronization,
it is more appropriate to express the phase noise of a
transmitted signal in terms of its timing jitter. The timing

jitter spectral density, 
T̃�f�, which represents the root-
mean-square �rms� timing jitter at each Fourier frequency in
a 1 Hz measurement bandwidth, is proportional to 
�̃�f�.
Since �=2��0t, then


T̃�f� =

�̃�f�
2��0

�s/�Hz� . �7�

The total rms timing jitter, Trms, which must be specified
over a bandwidth from f l to fh, is then determined by

Trms =��
f l

fh

�
T̃�f��2 df �s� . �8�

The limits of integration are determined by the specific
application for which the frequency reference is being trans-
ferred. A higher sampling rate of the transmitted reference
corresponds to a higher bandwidth over which the jitter spec-
tral density must be integrated, and thus a higher value for fh.
Therefore, to achieve a small rms timing jitter over short
time scales, it is important that the high-frequency timing

jitter be as small as possible. For an oscillator that is to be
phase-locked to the reference signal, only the portion of the
jitter spectral density within the locking bandwidth matters.
Outside the locking bandwidth, the free-running noise of the
oscillator is responsible for any further jitter. Indeed, most
oscillators have intrinsic phase noise spectral densities that
roll off at higher Fourier frequencies, whereas electronic de-
tection of the reference signal’s phase is typically subject to
a white phase noise floor �see Sec. II C� of the detection
process. Therefore, the locking bandwidth should be limited
to the crossover frequency where the oscillator’s intrinsic
noise becomes less than the white phase noise floor of the
measurement. The total rms timing jitter of the transmitted
reference should be specified for the particular locking band-
width of interest.

C. Fundamental and technical limitations

The techniques for stable frequency transfer described in
Secs. IV–VI rely on the ability to detect and subsequently
cancel, with a high degree of precision, the phase noise ac-
cumulated over the transmission paths. In the phase detection
process, several noise sources of optical or electronic origin
can introduce additional phase noise, which limits the degree
to which frequency transfer paths can be stabilized. These
sources include thermal electronic �Johnson� noise, photon
shot noise, amplifier flicker �1/ f� noise, and amplitude-to-
phase noise conversion during the photodetection, amplifica-
tion, and phase mixing processes. In general, for low signal
strengths thermal noise and amplifier noise will dominate,
and for higher signal strengths shot noise and amplitude-to-
phase noise conversion become the main limitation. These
four noise processes are evident in the data of Fig. 3�a�,
which shows a state-of-the-art residual phase noise spectrum
for the �10 GHz harmonic of a femtosecond laser’s repeti-
tion rate when the optical beam is split onto two photodetec-
tors; the microwave signals are subsequently phase com-

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Phase noise spectrum for �2 mW of optical power from a femtosecond laser split equally onto identical photodetectors, and
subsequently mixed to measure the excess phase noise in detection of the 10 GHz harmonics of the laser’s repetition rate. For f �1 kHz, amplifier flicker noise
behaves as 1/ f . The sharp features between 100 Hz and 1 kHz are due to amplitude-to-phase noise conversion. Above 10 kHz the shot/thermal noise floor is
reached. �b� The shot noise and thermal noise limits are plotted as functions of the incident optical power. Note that shot noise and thermal noise introduce
a white phase noise spectral density with magnitude independent of the carrier frequency; thus, their relative contributions to frequency instability and timing
jitter decrease with an increasing carrier frequency.

021101-5 Remote transfer of frequency references Rev. Sci. Instrum. 78, 021101 �2007�
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pared in order to measure the phase spectral density as
shown. In this fashion, the excess noise associated with mi-
crowave detection, amplification, and mixing of the repeti-
tion rate is measured, not the intrinsic phase noise of the
original optical pulse train that is common to both photode-
tectors.

Fundamentally, detection of phase errors is limited by
thermal noise and shot noise. Excellent design considerations
for laser phase noise measurements are discussed in Ref. 50;
here, we introduce the basic concepts and give an example of
the limitations imposed by a typical laser phase noise detec-
tion system. In a 1 Hz bandwidth, the single-sideband phase
noise from thermal fluctuations of current through a system’s
resistance is given by

L�
thermal�f� =

kTR

2V0
2 	

1

Prf
	

1

Popt
2 , �9�

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the system’s tempera-
ture, R is the characteristic system impedance, V0 is the rms
voltage level of the carrier signal, Prf is the rf carrier power,
and Popt is the average power incident on the photodetector.
For R=50 � and at room temperature, this phase noise
power spectral density limit arising from thermal noise can
be written as51

L�
thermal�f� = �− 177 − Prf� �dBc/Hz� , �10�

where Prf is given in units of dBm. This is to be compared
with the phase noise contribution from shot noise which, for
a time-independent optical power incident on a photodetec-
tor, is given by

L�
shot�f� =

eiavgR

Prf
	

Popt

Prf
	

1

Popt
, �11�

in a 1 Hz bandwidth, where e is the electronic charge and iavg

is the average dc photocurrent generated by Popt. When
pulses are incident on the photodetector, the assumption of
time-independent power is invalid,52 but Eq. �11� still yields
results that are empirically valid for time averages of the
photocurrent and shot noise power.53 Note that since Prf

scales as the square of Popt, L�
shot decreases as the inverse of

Popt, whereas L�
thermal decreases as the inverse square of Popt.

This results in the shot noise floor overtaking the thermal
noise floor beyond a certain optical power, as shown in Fig.
3�b� for a typical GaAs photodetector with a response of 0.4
mA/mW near a wavelength of 800 nm. Note that the funda-
mental phase noise limitations imposed by shot noise and
thermal noise do not depend on the carrier frequency of the
microwave signal, and therefore the resulting instability and
timing jitter limitations can be improved by use of a higher
microwave carrier frequency. For the same reason, optical-
based phase detection �as discussed in Sec. II D� provides
much higher sensitivity.

As an example of the fundamental limitations imposed
by shot noise and thermal noise, consider 1 mW of total
average optical power �from two beams for the purpose of
forming a heterodyne beat� incident on a typical photodetec-
tor with a sensitivity of 0.4 mA/mW, and a 50 ohm system
impedance. The rf power obtained from the optical beat fre-
quency will have Prf=−21 dBm, which leads to single-

sideband phase noise contributions of −156 dBc/Hz for ther-
mal noise and −154 dBc/Hz for shot noise. These phase
noise spectra both contribute to the shot/thermal phase noise
floor shown in Fig. 3�a�, for Fourier frequencies above 10
kHz. As discussed above, it is desirable to use high rf carrier
frequencies whenever a system is limited by shot or thermal
noise. For a 10 GHz carrier, −155 dBc/Hz represents a
single-sideband jitter spectral density of 2�10−4 fs/�Hz,
which leads to an integrated timing jitter of 0.04 fs in a 10
kHz bandwidth �the total contribution is twice that from a
single sideband�. For a carrier subject only to white phase
noise, written as the constant power spectral density S�, the
measured instability can be expressed46,54 as Allan deviation

�y��� =
�3S��f

2��0�
, �12�

where �f is the bandwidth of the measurement and �0 is the
carrier frequency. For a bandwidth of 10 kHz, our example
system would be limited by thermal noise and shot noise at
approximately the 7�10−17 �−1 level. It is important to re-
member that this fractional frequency instability is relative to
the 10 GHz rf signal: in the case where the signal is derived
from an optical heterodyne beat between, for example, two
100 THz optical signals, then the optical frequencies have a
relative fractional instability of 104 better than that of the 10
GHz rf beat. Finally, note that in the case of fiber transfer,
mechanical perturbations to the transfer path will influence
the fractional instability and jitter spectral density at a level
independent of the carrier frequency, whereas thermal noise
and shot noise limits, as well as any other limits from poor
signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�, can always be improved by use
of a higher carrier frequency.

In addition to the fundamental limitations discussed so
far, two important technical limitations remain: excess am-
plifier noise55 and amplitude-to-phase conversion.56 Ulti-
mately these problems stem from the photodetection process:
typical photodiodes yield weak rf powers and are susceptible
to saturation and pulse distortion when driven with higher
�few milliwatts� optical powers.57,58

The weak rf power available means that electronic am-
plification must be applied in order to drive subsequent rf
circuitry for phase detection without accumulating a signifi-
cant amount of additional noise. Unfortunately, rf amplifiers
are susceptible to 1/ f flicker noise due to up-conversion of
dc bias noise via nonlinear processes within the amplifiers.55

Typical flicker noise is seen in the data shown in Fig. 3�a�, as
the smooth 1/ f-shaped portion of the data for Fourier fre-
quencies below 1 kHz. Attempts have been made to reduce
this up-conversion by feedforward59 or feedback60 with
�20 dB reductions in the flicker noise for 1 GHz amplifiers.
Rather than using feedback to suppress the flicker noise up-
conversion, microwave interferometric techniques61 �carrier
suppression� have been used to operate amplifiers in the
weak signal regime by interferometrically canceling the car-
rier. Without a strong carrier driving the amplifier into non-
linearity, flicker noise from up-conversion has been reduced
by as much as 24 dB at 10 GHz carrier frequencies.62 Ap-
plying this technique to a system employing typical photo-
detection of an optical frequency comb, microwave frequen-
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cies were synthesized from optical frequencies with
−110 dBc/Hz of phase noise at a 1 Hz offset from the 10
GHz carrier.53 Excellent discussion of design considerations
for these microwave interferometric techniques can be found
in Ref. 63.

The final technical limitation we discuss here concerns
applying higher optical power to the photodetector. Increased
incident power is desirable since shot noise, thermal noise,
and amplifier noise limits can all be reduced when higher
microwave signal power becomes available. However, typi-
cal photodetectors exhibit a power-dependent phase shift be-
tween the incident light and the generated microwave power,
leading to significant amplitude-to-phase conversion for
higher incident optical powers. As seen between 100 Hz and
1 kHz in Fig. 3�a�, the sharp features of the optical beam’s
power spectrum have been converted to sharp features in the
phase spectrum of the converted microwave signal. This
nonlinearity may be in part from saturation of the photode-
tector, which causes a high space-charge buildup in the de-
pleted region to affect the velocity of photogenerated charge
carriers by screening of the applied bias field.64 Also, the
temporal response of the photodetector can be highly spa-
tially dependent, which allows beam-pointing fluctuations to
affect the microwave output phase at levels that limit system
performance.65 For femtosecond pulse applications typical
power-to-phase conversion coefficients are on the order of
several picoseconds of time delay per milliwatt change of
average incident power. Stabilization of the amplitude fluc-
tuations of the incident optical beam has reduced the excess
phase noise by more than 20 dB for Fourier frequencies be-
low 10 Hz.66 By carefully eliminating environmental pertur-
bations that cause amplitude fluctuations at the photodetec-
tor, optical-to-microwave conversion exhibiting an excess
instability of �7�10−16 at 1 s and phase noise below
−98 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz offset from the 10 GHz carrier has been
achieved.24 It should be noted that a disadvantage of photo-
detecting a pulse train for phase stabilization is that, due to
the higher peak powers present, such an approach is more
susceptible to amplitude-to-phase conversion in the photode-
tection process than cw techniques would be. Finally, we
have worked with a photodetector configured in a receiving
circuit resonant with the target microwave carrier frequency,
and it offers enhanced signal-to-noise by improving imped-
ance matching and reducing noise bandwidth.67

D. Optical techniques for phase detection

In a specific situation where the pulse trains from two
mode-locked lasers are to be synchronized, an alternate
method for detecting the timing jitter between the two trains
is available in the optical domain.68–71 This method involves
measuring the cross correlation between pulses from each
train by overlapping the pulse trains in a nonlinear crystal
and detecting the sum-frequency �SFG� signal. The pulse
trains can either be copropagated through the crystal, or they
can be overlapped in a crossed geometry. The latter configu-
ration results in a SFG signal that exits the crystal in a dif-
ferent direction than the original pulse trains. The intensity of
the SFG signal at a given time is proportional to the product
of the intensities of the two pulse trains at that time. There-

fore, in addition to pulsing at the repetition frequency of the
lasers, the amplitude of the SFG signal depends on the tem-
poral overlap of the two pulse trains. By setting the temporal
offset of the two trains such that the pulses overlap roughly
where they attain half their maximum intensity, the ampli-
tude of the SFG signal is maximally sensitive to timing jitter
between the pulse trains. Introducing a known amount of
delay between the two trains while monitoring the SFG in-
tensity allows its calibration, and variations in its amplitude
provide a very sensitive method for measuring timing jitter
between the pulse trains. The steep slope of pulses that have
a duration on the order of 10–100 fs makes this technique
for detecting timing jitter much more sensitive than homo-
dyne rf mixing schemes limited by the noise processes dis-
cussed previously.

An interferometric �collinear� cross-correlation measure-
ment can provide an even higher degree of sensitivity. In this
case the intensity of the cross correlation oscillates as a func-
tion of delay between the two pulses at a frequency equal to
the pulses’ optical carrier frequency.72 Thus, adopting the
notation in Eq. �7�, �0 is on the order of �200 THz, leading
to a substantially increased sensitivity for the jitter measure-
ment. A further advantage of this measurement method over
the noncollinear cross correlation is that the two pulses need
not have perfect chirp compensation as the overall slope of
the correlation envelope is unimportant. As described in Ref.
73 and in Sec. VI E, this method of jitter measurement was
used to measure the remote locking of a mode-locked fiber
laser operating at 1550 nm. Using an all-optical locking tech-
nique �shown in Sec. VI E as Fig. 20�, an interferometric
collinear cross correlation was performed with two-photon
absorption in a silicon avalanche photodiode �Si-APD�,74

and was able to measure an out-of-loop jitter below 0.040 fs
�1 Hz to 10 MHz� with a noise floor of 0.008 fs over the
same frequency range.

In summary of the available techniques for phase detec-
tion, greater optical power is necessary for lowering thermal
and shot noise, as well as for eliminating the need for elec-
tronic amplification and its associated flicker noise. How-
ever, photodetectors that are able to handle power levels
 10 mW must also perform with high linearity75 in order to
avoid amplitude-to-phase conversion; considerations for the
design of such high-power photodetectors are complex.76

The need for highly linear, high-current photodetectors is
clear, since current performance levels for transferring fre-
quency references over fiber networks are rapidly approach-
ing the fundamental shot noise limit associated with
milliwatt-level optical powers. When future optical clocks
deliver the promised instability of �1�10−16 at 1 s, we will
urgently need such advances to enable accurate transfer. Fi-
nally, whenever possible, higher order harmonics of the mi-
crowave signal, or even optical-based phase detection should
be employed, since the long lever arm provided by using
extremely high �optical� carrier frequencies drastically re-
duces the relative contributions of the technical and funda-
mental electronic noises to the total jitter spectral density of
a signal.
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III. PRINCIPLES OF CANCELLATION OF FIBER-
INDUCED PHASE NOISE

The goal of a fiber transfer network is to faithfully
�phase-coherently� reproduce a local frequency or timing ref-
erence signal at the remote output of the fiber network. Un-
fortunately, various noise processes in the optical fiber de-
grade the quality of the transmitted signal by perturbing its
phase. This excess phase noise must be detected and subse-
quently canceled in order to properly distribute the frequency
reference signal. Ultimately, the technology should employ a
sufficiently robust servo with a large enough dynamic range
to cancel the phase noise present in a typical urban fiber
network installation, since in many cases the existing infra-
structure provides the most convenient opportunity for fre-
quency dissemination, even though it was not necessarily
designed with high-stability transfer in mind. The need for
large dynamic range is particularly true for fiber links ap-
proaching 100 km in length, since the integrated noise in-
creases with length.

A. Round-trip phase detection

Figure 4 shows the basic experimental scheme for fiber
network phase stabilization. A reference signal, which could
be a modulated cw optical carrier, the optical carrier itself �in
which case the modulation frequency is also the carrier fre-
quency�, or a frequency comb, is transmitted to the remote
user. However, the phase perturbation from the fiber link, � f,
must be precompensated by some actuator. This can be done
by reflecting a portion of the transmitted light from the re-
mote end, detecting the phase �rt of the round-trip signal,
and comparing it to the reference phase �ref. Sometimes,
instead of a simple retroreflection a transceiver is used at the
remote end in order to boost the power on the return trip.
Also, the transceiver can slightly shift the carrier frequency
or return a harmonic of the modulation frequency in order to
distinguish the return signal from parasitic reflections of the
incident signal at interconnects along the fiber link.77 The

precompensation is performed by an actuator acting once on
both the outgoing and incoming signals, introducing a phase
�act on each pass. Typical actuators are piezo-actuated fiber
stretchers or thermally controlled spools of fiber for acting
on the group delay, or acousto-optic modulators �AOM� for
indirect control of the optical phase delay. Since an AOM
acts on the optical frequency, it provides unlimited dynamic
range for optical phase compensation.

We can detect and subsequently compare �rt, the signal’s
phase after making a round trip through both the link and the
actuator, to �ref. Importantly, this phase comparison occurs
after a round-trip time Trt twice that of the single-pass delay.
If a particular reference signal is launched into the fiber link
�including the actuator� with phase �ref at time t=0, then at
time Trt the measured phase difference between the reference
and the round-trip signal will be

�rt�Trt� − �ref�Trt� = �ref�0� − �ref�Trt� + �act�0�

+ �act�Trt� + � f ,inc + � f ,ret. �13�

Here, � f ,inc and � f ,ret are the phases introduced by the inci-
dent and return trips through the fiber link, respectively.

Important assumptions can be made to simplify Eq. �13�.
First, if the noise processes responsible for fluctuations of
� f ,inc and � f ,ret are assumed stationary between the incident
and return transmissions through the link, and the propaga-
tion through the fiber samples the same polarization modes
on the return trip as on the incident trip, then the last two
terms of Eq. �13� are equal, and can be written as 2� f. Under
this assumption, only noise processes with frequencies less
than 1/2�Trt are considered. Second, the actuator bandwidth
must also be limited to this value, so that the third and fourth
terms on the right side of Eq. �13� will be equal. Finally, the
first two terms will cancel up to an overall constant if the
coherence time of the frequency reference �microwave or
optical� is longer than Trt. Under these three assumptions
�equal noise on incident and return trips, servo time scale
longer than Trt, and reference’s coherence time longer than
Trt�, Eq. �13� can be simplified as

�rt − �ref = 2��act + � f� , �14�

and the phase at the remote end of the link is simply �ref

+�act+� f. Therefore, if the local detection feeds back to the
actuator to stabilize the left side of Eq. �14� to a constant, the
remote user will have a phase-coherent copy of the reference,
up to the round-trip-limited bandwidth of 1 /2�Trt. We em-
phasize that Trt, and therefore the fiber link’s length, sets the
limit on the bandwidth that can be stabilized as well as the
minimum quality of the reference that can be transmitted
�due to the coherence time assumption�. In order to transmit
over very long distances with high noise-cancellation band-
widths, repeater stations will become necessary.

B. Noise processes, bandwidth, and dynamic range

The main source of excess phase noise in the fiber comes
from mechanical and thermal perturbations to the optical
path length of the transmission fiber. Other sources of noise
may come from internal reflections at fiber interconnects
along the transmission fiber, stimulated Brillouin scattering

FIG. 4. �Color online� Principle of operation for a typical actively compen-
sated fiber network for distributing frequency and timing references. A par-
tial retroreflector or transceiver at the remote end returns the signal through
a round trip of both the fiber network and the actuator. Accurate comparison
between the phase of the round-trip signal and the original reference allows
the double-pass actuator to compensate for the fiber link’s phase perturba-
tions for time scales longer than Trt. The actuator can act on the group delay
for modulated-cw transfer or frequency comb �pulse-timing� transfer, or it
can act on the optical phase for direct optical carrier transfer.
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�SBS�, and polarization mode dispersion �PMD� fluctuations,
all arising from mechanical perturbation of the fiber.

When designing a system for frequency transfer over
fiber links, the designer has control over any of the follow-
ing: group delay of the link, optical phase, dynamic range of
the actuator, the optical power employed, group-velocity-
dispersion �GVD� of the link, the launch polarization, and
the servo bandwidth. Choosing between actuating on the
group delay or the optical phase depends on whether the
frequency reference being transmitted is microwave or opti-
cal. Knowledge of the noise properties of the particular fiber
link of interest will help to determine what actuator dynamic
range is necessary. Optical power should generally be as high
as possible in order to maintain excellent SNR, but SBS sets
limits on the practical optical power level that can be trans-
mitted via typical single-mode fibers. GVD is an important
consideration only for frequency comb transfer, and can be
adjusted with dispersion-compensation fiber or fine-tuned
with a pulse shaper.78,79

Polarization purity is an important concern for fiber
links, due to PMD fluctuations. Unfortunately, most preexist-
ing fiber networks utilize non-polarization-maintaining �PM�
fiber due to the expense and optical loss associated with PM
fiber. The birefringence of typical non-PM fiber can lead to
problems due to PMD fluctuations for microwave systems,
or due to slow polarization rotation leading to AM fluctua-
tions in the heterodyne beat used for direct optical transfer.
This is because the polarization modes are sampled differ-
ently by the return beam than by the incident beam, so the
assumption that � f ,inc=� f ,ret is violated even for noise pro-
cesses that are stationary during Trt. As will be discussed in
Sec. IV C, scrambling the polarization at time scales faster
than Trt offers a method for quickly averaging out PMD ef-
fects for microwave transfer.77,80 However, the phase coher-
ence of an optical carrier would be washed out by first-order
PMD if the polarization were scrambled. The effects of
second-order �wavelength-dependent� PMD �Ref. 81� could
be especially complex when frequency comb transfer is con-
sidered, although averaging over millions of comb lines
could potentially reduce the effect.

Finally, bandwidth limitations due to the interplay be-
tween SNR, dynamic range, and integrated noise of the fiber
link must be considered. As discussed in Sec. III A, the
bandwidth of the phase-locking servo is limited to 1/2�Trt.
Any attempt to cancel noise at higher bandwidths will simply
write excess noise onto the link, since phase fluctuations on
faster time scales than Trt violate the assumption that the
round-trip phase accumulation is twice that of the one-way
phase. Another bandwidth limitation depends on the relative
magnitudes of the servo dynamic range and the integrated
noise of the fiber link. A servo with sufficient dynamic range
and high enough SNR will be able to cancel noise within the
bandwidth set by causality. However, a servo without suffi-
cient dynamic range will require a lower cancellation band-
width. Since the overall noise increases as a function of the
fiber length, servos with low dynamic range �such as the PZT
fiber stretchers described in Secs. IV and VI� can suffer for
longer fiber links. An additional concern for longer links is
attenuation of the signal. The available signal will decrease

with length while the noise increases, and the amount of
signal that can be input to the link is limited by SBS. From
Eq. �12�, use of an optical rather than microwave frequency
�0 will greatly relax the requirements for S�, and therefore
for the SNR as well. These bandwidth considerations can
also depend on the specific target application of the trans-
ferred frequency signal. For instance, consider a cleanup os-
cillator at the remote end with a rapid phase noise roll-off
beyond the servo bandwidth: by locking the cleanup oscilla-
tor to the transferred reference with the same bandwidth as
the fiber stabilization servo, the excess noise of the fiber link
at frequencies higher than the servo bandwidth can be
avoided in the cleanup oscillator’s output.

C. Experimental schemes for frequency transfer

These complex bandwidth limitations must be consid-
ered when choosing the type of frequency reference to trans-
mit over the fiber link �cw microwave, cw optical, or optical
frequency comb�. Indeed, the manner in which the excess
phase noise is canceled depends on which kind of reference
is being transmitted. In some cases, the excess phase noise
� f of the fiber network is tolerable by the end-user’s require-
ments. Such a passive transfer scheme is often used when
transmitting microwave frequencies over the fiber network.
The microwave reference is used to amplitude modulate a cw
optical beam, which is then launched into the fiber for trans-
fer. The remote user simply demodulates the sidebands on
the optical carrier by photodetection of the optical beam in
order to recover the microwave information. However, the
excess phase noise introduced in the fiber typically limits the
overall system performance to 10−15 at long time scales. For
more demanding applications involving comparison of opti-
cal frequency standards or remote synchronization work, ac-
tive cancellation of the fiber-induced phase noise is neces-
sary, as shown in Fig. 5�a�. Since the phase of the microwave
information must be stabilized, a PZT fiber stretcher �small
dynamic range� or temperature-controlled fiber spool �larger
dynamic range but lower bandwidth� acts directly on the
group delay of the fiber.

Applications involving comparison of optical frequency
standards can benefit from directly transferring a stable op-
tical reference, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. In this case, a portion
of the optical beam is used as a reference arm, while the rest
of the beam is first frequency shifted by an AOM and then
launched into the fiber network. A heterodyne beat signal
between the round-trip optical beam and the local reference
reveals the optical phase noise of the fiber link. The error
signal is used to feed back to the AOM in order to precom-
pensate for the phase of the link. Since the AOM acts di-
rectly on frequency, it has extremely large dynamic range
with respect to phase. The transmitted optical signal can pro-
vide a microwave reference with use of an optical frequency
comb.

When using a frequency comb to simultaneously transfer
optical and microwave references, a similar scheme to the
microwave transfer can be employed as shown in Fig. 5�c�.
In this case usually the group delay of the fiber is actively
stabilized in order to stabilize the repetition rate of pulses
exiting the fiber at the remote end, and can provide an
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ultralow-jitter signal for timing to the remote user. In Sec.
VI F we will also discuss stabilization of the group delay and
optical phase simultaneously by controlling both the trans-
mission path length and the dispersion therein.

Another practical consideration involving Trt, especially
for test-bed experiments employing relatively noisy sources,
is the coherence time of the signal being transmitted. Recall
from Sec. III A that the reference’s coherence time must be
longer than Trt. For transfer of microwave frequencies, even
a relatively poor microwave signal usually has a coherence
time much longer than Trt. However, if optical frequencies
are being transferred, even a source with linewidth �1 kHz
will not remain phase coherent with a round-trip copy of
itself after the copy has been delayed by a link longer than
100 km. The servo will treat this phase incoherence as being
due to the fiber link itself, and add the phase incoherence of
the source to the phase of the remotely transferred signal
rather than reproduce a phase-coherent copy at the remote
end. Therefore, especially for cw optical links as discussed in
Sec. V, and for very long links in general, it is important to
ensure that the source being transmitted has a coherence time
longer than Trt in order for the active cancellation to perform
as desired.

The final consideration for frequency transfer involves

the practical issue of achieving an out-of-loop measurement
of the excess instability induced by the fiber link on the
frequency reference at the remote end of the system. Clearly,
since the end user is remotely located, the remote copy of the
reference cannot be directly compared to the original refer-
ence. Initial research experiments demonstrate the stability
of the transfer over a long fiber link by simply colocating the
“remote” end with the local reference in order to perform a
direct comparison, before the full system is implemented at
remote locations. Another way, which preserves the ability to
measure a system’s performance even while operating, is to
build two transfer systems and operate them in opposite
directions.77,82 The reference can be transmitted via a stabi-
lized fiber link to the remote user, who then returns a copy
via an independently stabilized second fiber link. The second
fiber link uses the signal it received from the first link as its
source reference. This kind of handshake configuration al-
lows the original reference to be compared to the round-trip
signal to determine the overall system performance, which
represents an upper limit to the instability of either one-way
transfer.

Keeping in mind these general principles for the practi-
cal implementation of fiber network frequency and timing
dissemination, we can now turn our attention to the specific
experimental realizations of microwave transfer �Sec. IV�,
optical carrier transfer �Sec. V�, and frequency comb transfer
�Sec. VI�.

IV. MICROWAVE FREQUENCY TRANSFER WITH
MODULATED cw LASER

A. Passive transfer technique

The most straightforward method of transferring a mi-
crowave frequency reference over optical fibers is to ampli-
tude modulate a cw laser at the frequency of the reference
and to transmit this modulated light over the fiber. Then, the
microwave frequency reference is recovered at the remote
end by detection of the modulation frequency. A general
schematic for this method of transfer is given in Fig. 5�a�,
which shows an optical source being amplitude modulated at
the reference frequency, then being transmitted over a long-
distance fiber link, and finally being detected at the remote
end with a photodetector for recovering the reference fre-
quency by demodulation of the sidebands surrounding the
optical carrier. First we will discuss operation of such a link
without feedback to stabilize the fiber-induced phase fluctua-
tions.

For the case of a fiber link connecting our laboratories at
JILA to the National Institute of Standards and Technology
�NIST� Boulder,83 we use two dark fibers of the Boulder
Research and Administration Network �BRAN� that are in-
stalled in underground conduits and steam tunnels in an ur-
ban area.84 Transmission through the 3.45 km �one-way� link
is accomplished by amplitude modulating the light from a
high-power �30 mW� single-mode distributed-feedback
semiconductor laser, lasing at 1.3 �m, and the modulation is
performed external to the laser using a Mach-Zehnder inten-
sity modulator.85 In order to measure the fiber-induced fre-
quency noise of the transmitted microwave signal86 �typi-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Various experimental schemes for transfer of fre-
quency references. �a� Actively-stabilized transfer of a microwave reference
by modulating a diode laser. �b� Direct transfer of the optical carrier by
stabilizing the optical phase of the fiber link. �c� Transfer of simultaneous
microwave and optical frequency references by transferring an optical fre-
quency comb. Either optical or microwave information from the round trip
can be used to stabilize the group delay and/or optical phase delay of the
fiber link.
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cally operating at about 1 GHz�, we first frequency shift a
local copy of the reference signal at NIST by 10 kHz with a
single-sideband generation microwave interferometer.87

Then, we mix the round-trip signal with this shifted local
copy, and count the frequency fluctuations of the resulting
�10 kHz beat signal, which is suitable for high-resolution
frequency counting. The 10 kHz source used to generate the
single sideband must have absolute frequency fluctuations
lower than those we measure on the 10 kHz beat. When this
condition is satisfied, measured fluctuations of the 10 kHz
beat frequency are due to the instability of the transfer. The
Allan deviation of these frequency measurements provides
the fractional frequency instability of the transfer as a func-
tion of averaging time, and is shown in Fig. 6. Also shown
are results obtained when the BRAN fiber is replaced with a
2 m long reference fiber. The additional fractional frequency
noise from the passive microwave transfer over the BRAN is
approximately 2�10−13 at 1 s averaging time and 1−2
�10−14 between 100 and 1000 s.

Another method for characterizing the excess instability
of the fiber link is to mix the round-trip signal with a local
copy of the reference in a homodyne scheme, in order to
directly measure the phase fluctuations on the 7 km round-
trip signal. Figure 7�a� shows this phase record over the
course of a 9 h period with a 1 s gate time for the measure-
ment. The steep long-term slope between 2.5 and 4 h corre-
sponds to a fractional frequency offset of �1�10−14 for the
950 MHz frequency being transferred. By taking the time
derivative of the phase data and applying a rolling box aver-
age of 100 s width, the fractional frequency offset of the
passively transferred signal is determined as plotted in Fig.
7�b�. Since both the outgoing and incoming fibers are con-
tained in the same bundle, it is reasonable to assume that
long-term noise processes in the fibers are correlated. There-
fore, the one-way transfer is expected to have half the phase
fluctuations and associated frequency offsets. Even so, the
average fractional frequency offset during certain times of
the day can be as high as several parts in 10−14, which is

insufficient for the purposes of comparing the best frequency
standards at remote locations.

B. Application to precision spectroscopy

An important illustration of the kind of application that
can benefit from passive or active microwave transfer, or the
higher-resolution optical transfer described in Sec. V, is the
case of absolute frequency measurements of a Sr-based op-
tical clock. In some cases the stability provided by the pas-
sive transfer of a modulated cw laser over optical fiber is
sufficient, without needing to implement active noise cancel-
lation. This is the case for the transfer of a Cs-referenced,
hydrogen maser-based rf standard16,19 from NIST to JILA for
the initial work on absolute optical frequency measurements
of clock transitions in neutral Sr atoms.

Large ensembles of ultracold alkaline earth atoms have
provided impressive short-term clock stability.9 So far, inter-
rogation of neutral atom-based optical standards has been
carried out primarily in free space, unavoidably including
atomic motional effects that typically limit the overall system
accuracy.9,11,88 A promising approach is to explore the ultra-
narrow optical transitions of atoms held in an optical
lattice.12,89,90 The atoms are tightly localized so that Doppler
and photon-recoil related effects on the transition frequency
are eliminated.91 Meanwhile, the trapping potential is created
at a carefully chosen laser wavelength ��magic� such that it
has essentially no effect on the internal clock transition
frequency.92–94 Additionally, the increased atom-probe laser
interaction time enabled by the lattice confinement will per-
mit full utilization of the narrow natural linewidth. This op-
tical lattice approach using neutral atoms may provide the
best possible combination of clock stability and accuracy.
Such a proposal has been under intensive investigation in the
case of the doubly forbidden 1S0− 3P0 transition in the fer-
mionic Sr isotope, 87Sr.12–14,95 Similar work on Yb is also in
progress.15,96

Absolute frequency measurements were recently re-
ported for the 87Sr 1S0− 3P0 clock transition.12,13 Reference

FIG. 6. �Color online� Measured instability of amplitude-modulated light
transmitted through a short ��2 m� fiber �squares� and through a round trip
of the BRAN fiber �open triangles�. The rf modulation signal carried by the
fiber-transmitted light is heterodyne detected against the original signal
source, which has been frequency shifted by 10 kHz via a single-sideband
generation rf interferometer. Also shown for comparison is the stability of
NIST’s Cs-referenced hydrogen maser �solid line�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Phase of the 7-km round-trip BRAN fiber for a
transferred rf frequency of 950 MHz, showing long-term fractional fre-
quency offsets of �10−14. �b� Time derivative of the phase data, with a
rolling box average of 100 s applied, showing the fractional frequency offset
induced by the passive fiber transfer setup.
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12 used a GPS-based frequency reference with instability
�10−10 at 1 s averaging time, while the JILA results13 used a
fiber-transferred reference. A troublesome 4� disagreement
between these two results was eventually resolved by a third
independent investigation using an on-cite Cs-fountain
reference.97 A revised report by the Tokyo group98 has since
appeared. This situation makes clear the benefits of fiber
links for frequency distribution. The Sr clock experiments at
JILA take advantage of the much more stable fiber link de-
scribed in Sec. IV A. This allows absolute frequency mea-
surements relative to the NIST F1 Cs-fountain clock via a
hydrogen maser-based rf signal, which has yielded the small-
est statistical uncertainty to date for this ultranarrow clock
transition in a magic-wavelength optical lattice.13,99 An
octave-spanning Ti:sapphire laser-based frequency comb100

is phase-locked to the optical local oscillator for the 87Sr
clock,21 as well as self-referenced using the standard
f-to-2f scheme101 as discussed in Sec. VI A. Then, the
�1 GHz harmonic of the Ti:sapphire laser’s repetition rate is
frequency counted against the rf reference received over the
fiber network from NIST, in order to determine the absolute
frequency of the 87Sr 1S0− 3P0 optical clock transition. The
Cs-calibrated, maser-based rf standard we transfer from
NIST has an instability, as shown in Fig. 6, of �2.4
�10−13 at 1 s.19 Passive transfer of this frequency from
NIST to JILA is achieved by amplitude modulation as de-
scribed in Sec. IV A, and reaches an instability �1�10−14

for averaging times 103 s as shown in Fig. 6. With the
ability to average down to such a low fractional uncertainty
in this relatively short time, several systematic frequency
shifts were investigated, including those originating from
atomic density, wavelength and intensity of the optical lat-
tice, residual magnetic field, and probing laser intensity. Fig-
ure 8 summarizes the measurement of the transition fre-
quency within a period of 3 months. The statistical
uncertainty of these measurements is 2.8 Hz, and systematic
uncertainties are below the 20 Hz level, all made possible
because of the reliable and robust passive transfer over the
BRAN fiber network of the precision microwave reference,
calibrated to the Cs-fountain clock.

Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 7, the overall accuracy of
the transferred reference at certain times of the day can be
limited to �1�10−14 because of the long-term phase drift of
the fiber transfer. For the current needs of ultrastable and
accurate optical clocks, we have adopted active cancellation

of the microwave phase drift that achieves instabilities below
10−16 for times 104 s as described in the following section.
Coupled with other improvements in the Sr system,102 this
approach has resulted in the improved absolute frequency
measurement uncertainty of 1.1 Hz �2.5�10−15�.99 An even
higher-resolution approach using direct phase stabilization of
the optical carrier will be discussed in Sec. V, and it will be
required to connect the JILA Sr standard to the single ion-
and neutral atom-based optical standards located at NIST.4,15

C. Active cancellation of the fiber-link-induced
group-delay noise

It is clear from measurements of the excess phase noise
introduced by fiber links �see Figs. 6 and 7� that, while the
maser reference is not degraded for short time scales
��100 s�, the passive transfer is not suitable for attempting
to transfer the Cs-referenced maser signal with long time
scale instabilities below 5�10−15. For this reason, several
projects have employed active stabilization of the fiber-
induced phase error for systems using rf modulation of an
optical carrier.

NASA’s Deep Space Network relies on this technique to
distribute an ultrastable reference frequency from their Sig-
nal Processing Center at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to
multiple antenna sites for gravity wave searches, occultation
science, and other radio science experiments.103,104 In that
work, a stabilized fiber-optic distribution system was devel-
oped for microwave frequency dissemination. An optical car-
rier was amplitude modulated with the rf standard and sent to
the remote site through the fiber link. Environmental pertur-
bations on the fiber, such as vibration or temperature varia-
tion, introduced group delay variations and degraded the fre-
quency stability of the rf standard. To actively eliminate the
induced fiber noise, a signal was sent back to the transmitting
site with a proper encoding to distinguish the round-trip sig-
nal from the input reference. The round-trip signal contained
the fiber-induced noise and was used to derive an error signal
to control the group delay of the transmitted path using a
temperature-controlled fiber reel as the actuator. Instability
�10−14 at 1 s was achieved for a 16 km long fiber buried 1.5
m beneath the Earth’s surface, with the instability falling to
below 10−17 for 104 s. A cryogenic sapphire oscillator was
needed at the remote site for the short-term requirement, as
an instability of about 5�10−15 at 1 s is required for the
desired gravitational wave searches. The temperature-
controlled fiber reel had a small bandwidth and was only
able to reduce the instability over time scales longer than
100 s.

A similar technique is used for the transfer of a 100 MHz
reference between Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers �LPL�
and the Systèmes de Rèfèrence Temps Espace �SYRTE� for
the comparison of an optical frequency at LPL and a micro-
wave primary frequency standard at SYRTE.77,82 Two paral-
lel optical links, each 43 km, are used for bidirectional trans-
mission of a 100 MHz reference signal by modulating the
junction current of a distributed feedback semiconductor la-
ser emitting at 1.55 �m. However, in contrast to NASA’s
Deep Space Network, actuators are present in both paths that
allow higher bandwidth control. The two fiber links are in-

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Simplified energy level diagram for neutral Sr
atoms, showing the two cooling transitions at 461 and 689 nm, and the clock
transition at 698 nm. �b� Frequency-counting record for 87Sr, showing the
achieved 2.8 Hz statistical uncertainty �maser-transfer-limited� in the red-
striped box and the 19 Hz systematic uncertainty as the outer blue lines.
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dependently stabilized by slightly different schemes.77 One
path electronically adjusts the phase of the modulation
source to compensate for path length fluctuations, and the
second path uses a piezoelectric-actuated fiber stretcher for
high bandwidth control and a temperature-controlled spool
of fiber for compensation of slow perturbations. The control
bandwidth is about 300 Hz, limited by the round-trip delay
�0.3 ms�. The piezo-actuated link uses the stable signal it
receives via the modulator-actuated link as its source, so that
an out-of-loop comparison of the total performance of the
bidirectional link can be achieved. This results in an insta-
bility over the combined 86 km round trip of one part in 1014

at 1 s, and several parts in 1017 at 104 s. In comparison, the
instability in the absence of active noise cancellation is 3
�10−14 at 1 s, and never goes below 1�10−15 for any time
scale up to 105 s. A notable feature of the fiber links in Paris
is the use of a slightly wavelength-shifted �by �4 nm� laser
for the return signal. This allows optical filters to isolate the
incident and return signals from false signals due to reflec-
tions in the fiber. It also assumes that the group delay disper-
sion fluctuations are negligible across the 4 nm span, an im-
portant result to keep in mind when considering the effects of
group delay dispersion fluctuations for comb transfer in Sec.
VI.

One important issue uncovered by the results in Ref. 77
is the effect of polarization mode dispersion. The fiber em-
ployed in many experiments is typically an urban-
environment installation, and for reasons of cost and loss it is
usually non-polarization-maintaining. As a result, the light
launched into the fiber propagates differently through the fi-
ber’s polarization modes than the light that is returned for
deducing the phase error of the link. Therefore, the principle
that �rt=2� f ,inc is violated because of PMD, even for fre-
quencies below the bandwidth imposed by Trt. Polarization
scrambling of the light faster than the control bandwidth has
reduced the effects of PMD in a new system where the two
43 km links are connected to make one 86 km link for the
purposes of an out-of-loop experiment with the local and
remote ports of the link colocated. The polarization scram-
bling, in addition to using 1 GHz modulation frequencies to
reduce the effects of SNR, has allowed achievement of trans-
ferred instabilities of 5�10−15 at 1 s and 2�10−18 after 1
day.80

In another experiment, time transfer over a 200 km op-
tical fiber between Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona has been
demonstrated with subpicosecond rms fluctuations over a 3.5
day period.105 Similar to the previously described work, the
optical carrier of a 1.55 �m laser diode was amplitude
modulated with the 155.52 MHz rf signal. Based on the mea-
sured phase differences between a portion of the transmitted
signal and a return signal, the overall time delay was actively
controlled to compensate for fluctuations in optical path
length of the fiber. Though the actuator time constant was
only 10 s, the rms jitter was reduced to 630 fs over a 100 Hz
bandwidth.

These efforts have been primarily focused on the transfer
of a frequency reference for measurements that are averaged
over an extended period of time. However, for some remote
synchronization applications, the short-term �high-

frequency� timing jitter of the transmitted microwave fre-
quency reference is of fundamental importance. In links with
low servo bandwidth, cleanup oscillators are often employed
at the remote site in order to achieve the desired short-term
frequency instability. However, when short-term coherence
is desired between ends of the fiber link, higher-bandwidth
servos must be used while obeying the strict bandwidth limit
imposed by Trt. In addition to applying active stabilization of
the fiber link’s group delay to the rf modulation technique
described so far, at JILA we have adopted other techniques
such as direct cw optical carrier transfer and microwave
transfer with a frequency comb, using active stabilization of
the fiber optical phase or the fiber group delay, respectively.
In Sec. V we will show that, due to the improved timing
resolution available when using a much higher reference fre-
quency �optical instead of microwave�, direct optical transfer
achieves an instability below 1�10−17 at 1 s of averaging. In
Sec. VI we show that using the high microwave carrier fre-
quencies offered by the harmonics of a femtosecond laser’s
repetition rate allows very low timing jitter integrated over a
large bandwidth, and that use of the optical frequency comb
itself is expected to provide the same stability as direct cw
optical transfer. In addition, the latest generation of optical
clocks provides much more stable optical frequency refer-
ences than existing microwave references, which can reduce
the amount of averaging time needed to achieve a given level
of precision by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, tech-
niques which can directly transfer optical frequencies at high
levels of precision �both low instability and low timing jitter
in a large bandwidth� are being developed, as discussed in
Secs. V and VI.

V. OPTICAL CARRIER TRANSFER

The development of optical frequency references with
short-term instabilities far lower than those of existing mi-
crowave frequency references will rely on the ability to
transfer the frequency references with lower instability than
that demonstrated by the microwave frequency transfer tech-
niques previously discussed. Taking advantage of an optical
frequency reference instead of microwaves gives much
higher resolution for measuring phase noise fluctuations of
the fiber link. The simplest approach to optical transfer is to
directly transmit a cw optical frequency over optical fiber. At
the remote end the cw reference can be directly compared
with nearby optical frequencies, or it can be used to stabilize
an optical frequency comb that can span the gap between the
transmitted reference and other optical or even microwave
frequencies. �See Sec. VI A for more details on using a fre-
quency comb to phase-coherently link optical and micro-
wave frequencies.� However, phase noise accumulated dur-
ing transmission will dramatically decrease the reference’s
stability and must be actively canceled.

A. Fiber-optical phase noise cancellation

A noise-cancellation scheme similar to that shown in
Fig. 5�b� and discussed in Sec. III C is used to cancel the
fiber-induced phase noise introduced during the transmission
of a cw optical frequency reference from JILA to
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NIST.86,106,107 For active stabilization of the optical phase at
the remote end of the fiber, it is convenient to use an AOM as
the actuator. Unlike a fiber stretcher, which is typically used
to stabilize the group delay of the link for microwave trans-
fer, an AOM offers nearly limitless dynamic range for stabi-
lizing the optical phase delay. This is because the AOM is
able to act on the frequency directly, thereby canceling any
frequency offsets caused by phase drifts of the transmission
link. On the other hand, a fiber stretcher acting directly on
the path length can only stretch the glass a finite and small
amount, which can easily limit the locking range of a fiber
transfer link. An important limitation of the optical hetero-
dyne technique is that the use of non-polarization-
maintaining fiber results in significant amplitude fluctuations
of the optical heterodyne beat from which an error signal is
derived. A tracking filter can be used to clean up this ampli-
tude noise before deriving the error signal.

The performance of the active noise cancellation scheme
is determined by measuring its effect on the round-trip phase
noise.86 We start by analyzing the line shape of the hetero-
dyne beat signal between the original laser beam �before the
AOM used for phase correction� and the returned light after
double-passing through this AOM. For these experiments
there are three separate time scales relative to Trt that are of
importance, as discussed in Sec. III A. The first is the time
scale of noise processes in the fiber link; cancellation of the
one-way phase noise of the transfer path using �rt relies on
the assumption that the noise processes are stationary during
Trt. The second important time scale is the inverse of the
servo bandwidth, which must be longer than Trt. Another
important time scale for direct optical transfer is the source’s
coherence time, and the line shape of the heterodyne beat
depends on the source’s coherence time relative to Trt. Since
a local portion of the source laser is being used as a reference
to measure the fiber-induced phase noise, intrinsic phase
fluctuations of the laser itself should be stationary during Trt.
This is equivalent to saying that the inverse of the optical
reference’s linewidth, i.e., the source’s coherence time,
should be longer than Trt. In this case, the line shape of the
heterodyne beat takes the form of a spectral “delta” function
modulated by phase delay fluctuations of the transfer fiber.
However, when the delay time and the source’s coherence
time are comparable, the beat line shape takes the form of a
spectral delta function sitting on top of a modified Lorentzian
pedestal, since the fiber delay acts as a high-pass filter for the
optical reference’s intrinsic phase fluctuations. Indeed, if Trt

is significantly longer than the reference’s coherence time,
the recovered beat is simply a measure of the reference’s
intrinsic line shape.

The experimental condition in Ref. 86 corresponds to the
situation where both the fiber delay and the laser coherence
time are �33 �s. Because of the phase noise accumulated
during the 6.9 km round trip through the BRAN fiber, the
central delta function component of the beat line shape is
broadened to about 2 kHz. This effect is shown as the dotted
curve in Fig. 9, where a fast Fourier transform �FFT� signal
analyzer has been employed to reveal the linewidth of the
heterodyne beat signal. The 50 kHz line center frequency of
the signal is obtained by mixing the optical heterodyne beat

with an appropriately tuned auxiliary rf signal. This step of
signal processing is necessary for an enhanced resolution in
spectral analysis. When the fiber noise cancellation system is
activated, we recover a narrow spectral peak on top of the
pedestal, as shown in Fig. 9. Within the cancellation servo
bandwidth of �3 kHz, the round-trip and reference laser
fields are mainly coherent, so the noise cancellation acts pri-
marily on the fiber-induced noise. At higher Fourier frequen-
cies, however, the round-trip and reference fields are inco-
herent at the detector. Therefore, the cancellation servo loop
writes this phase incoherence back onto the outgoing signal.
The result is the increased noise level at these higher Fourier
frequencies, leading to formation of a pedestal. One can ap-
preciate the effect of fiber noise cancellation from a high-
resolution scan of the beat spectrum. As the inset in Fig. 9
indicates, when the beat signal was measured with a full span
of only 1 kHz and a resolution bandwidth of 0.048 Hz, only
a white noise floor was observed when the round-trip fiber
noise was uncanceled. When the active noise cancellation
was turned on, a sharp coherent linewidth of 0.05 Hz was
recovered, essentially limited by the analyzer resolution
bandwidth. Noise was deliberately added to the original laser
to further decrease its coherence time, which led to further
broadening of the pedestal without any effect on the coher-
ence of the peak in the middle. The peak height could be
reduced, of course, due to the spread of the central carrier
power to the noise sidebands in the pedestal.

Frequency counting of the heterodyne beat signal was
also recorded, with the results shown in Fig. 10. The top
panel at left shows a counting standard deviation of 5.4 Hz at
1 s counter gate time, when the fiber noise was uncompen-
sated. The bottom panel shows the counting record when the
fiber noise was canceled, now with a standard deviation of
0.9 Hz. Allan deviations determined from these two time
records are shown to the right in Fig. 10. After phase com-
pensation, the round-trip transfer process exhibits an insta-
bility of 3�10−15 at 1 s integration time, and averages down
as �−1/2. The performance is limited by the actual SNR avail-

FIG. 9. �Color online� Fourier spectral analysis of the heterodyne beat line-
width between the original laser beam �before the AOM� and the returned
light after a round trip through the fiber link. Without phase compensation,
the beat linewidth is broadened by the fiber to �2 kHz. The inset shows the
beat signal with a much narrower 1 kHz span and a 0.048 Hz resolution
bandwidth when the fiber noise cancellation is activated. This is to be con-
trasted with the white noise floor showing in the same spectral window
when phase noise is not canceled. Notice the noise level is lowered by
�7 dB due to the emergence of the recovered carrier signal when cancella-
tion is activated. �Adapted from Ref. 86.�
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able in the heterodyne beat, which in turn is limited by the
amount of power that can be transmitted and detected with-
out inducing significant amplitude-to-phase conversion, as
discussed in Sec. II C. In practice, the amount of cw optical
power that can be sent should be less than about 90 mW in
order to avoid the threshold for Brillouin scattering. The per-
formance in Ref. 86 was also limited by use of a 1064 nm
optical beam, which suffered 95% loss through each single
pass of the fiber link, with multiple interconnectors. Choos-
ing a more optimal wavelength such as 1320 or 1550 nm
would dramatically improve the SNR available.

Despite the fact that the SNR was limited by the amount
of optical power transmitted, the performance for actively
stabilized transfer of a cw optical beam represents nearly an
order of magnitude improvement over the best results for
stabilized transfer of a microwave frequency reference
through amplitude modulation, over the same fiber link. This
is made possible by the choice of a much higher �optical as
opposed to microwave� modulation frequency. In fact, for the
direct transfer of an optical beam, the optical carrier fre-
quency is the modulation frequency to be recovered. As di-
rectly manifested in Eq. �12�, use of a higher transfer fre-
quency allows the phase noise to be significantly higher,
putting less stringent requirements on the SNR needed to
achieve a certain instability. For instance, for a counting
bandwidth of 100 kHz and a carrier frequency of 1 GHz, 90
dB of SNR in a 100 kHz bandwidth is necessary to achieve
an instability below 1�10−14 at 1 s integration time. If an
optical frequency corresponding to 1064 nm is used for
transfer instead, only 10 dB of SNR should be sufficient to
push the instability an order of magnitude lower, to �1
�10−15 at 1 s integration time, if only the fundamental phase
noise limit due to SNR is considered. In Ref. 86 the perfor-
mance for passive microwave transfer by amplitude modula-
tion of a cw beam was limited by the achievable SNR of the
frequency-counting measurement. This is also responsible
for the passive instability of microwave transfer appearing an
order of magnitude worse than the passive instability of op-
tical transfer. In the case of the optical transfer, the SNR was
primarily limited by back-reflections from various connec-
tors along the transmission fiber, which may also be the rea-
son the instability averages down as �−1/2 like white fre-
quency noise, instead of �−1 for white phase noise. Since the
results of Ref. 86, we have fusion-spliced the fiber at all the
previously-connectorized junctions in order to eliminate the

effects of these back-reflections. Now, with a much higher
effective SNR available, instabilities better than 10−17 at 1 s
integration time �confirmed outside of the servo loop� are
being achieved.112 Another method for reducing the effects
of these back-reflections involves slightly frequency shifting
the optical carrier at the remote end before returning it. In
this way, the round-trip signal of interest can be easily dis-
tinguished from undesirable in-line back-reflections. Despite
methods for improving the SNR of direct optical transfer, use
of non-polarization-maintaining fiber still can in principle
degrade performance by leading to significant amplitude-to-
phase conversion of the heterodyne beat from which an error
signal is derived, as well as from PMD.

One further experimental consideration for actively sta-
bilized direct transfer of optical frequencies is burst fluctua-
tions of the fiber link’s phase delay. Especially in the case of
longer links �tens of kilometers�, sudden large phase delays
can occur. If the servo does not have enough dynamic range
or slew rate, cycle slips can occur when such a burst results
in the sudden shift of the locking point to another stable
point. This problem has been addressed in Ref. 108 by care-
ful design of a digital phase-frequency discriminator which
allows a phase error signal to have a wide discrimination
range. As a result, cycle-slip-free operation could be
achieved over a 25 km link, even with length excursions as
large as 1.5 mm and rates as fast as 9.3 mm/s.

B. Remote comparison of two optical frequencies

The transfer of an optical frequency reference over the
BRAN has enabled the comparison of an optical frequency
standard in our JILA laboratory based on an iodine-stabilized
Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm,2,109–111 with the 563 nm local
oscillator of the single mercury-ion-based optical standard
operated by the Bergquist group at NIST.86 The 250 THz gap
between the Hg+ and the I2 standards is spanned by a fre-
quency comb �see Sec. VI A�. The Hg+ standard local oscil-
lator is used to stabilize the frequency components of the
comb in the Diddams’ laboratory, and the comb component
at 1064 nm is then used to measure the instability of the I2

standard transmitted over the BRAN with respect to the Hg+

reference. The Allan deviation of the I2 standard measured
with respect to Hg+ is shown as circles in Fig. 11. Also
shown is the Allan deviation determined from heterodyne
beats between two similar I2 standards at JILA �open

FIG. 10. �Color online� Counted heterodyne beat signal
between the original laser and the returned light after a
round trip. The top left panel corresponds to the case
when the fiber noise is uncompensated, and the bottom
left panel shows the compensated case, both with a 1 s
gate time. Allan deviations determined from the time
records are shown at right. �Adapted from Ref. 86.�
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squares�. It is satisfactory to observe that the two optical
diagnostics of the I2 standard are in such close agreement,
with no observable effects of transmission-induced instabil-
ity. Note that for these measurements the active noise can-
cellation of the BRAN was not implemented, since the pas-
sive stability it exhibits at time scales �100 s is sufficient for
reliably transmitting the stability of the I2-based standard.
For comparison, the Allan deviation of the transmitted I2

standard measured with respect to the maser reference at
NIST is also shown �triangles�. This clearly demonstrates the
advantage of optical frequency standards for comparison, as
opposed to microwave standards.

For cell-based standards exhibiting instabilities above
10−14 at 1 s, passive transfer of the optical carrier is suffi-
cient. However, for primary cold-atom- or single-ion-based
standards with instabilities approaching 10−16 at 1 s, stabili-
zation of the transfer fiber’s optical phase is necessary and
has indeed reached 6�10−18 instability at 1 s.112 Ultimately
the most useful type of transfer will involve direct, actively
stabilized transmission of an optical frequency comb, as will
be discussed in the following section. Stable transfer of the
complete frequency comb would achieve simultaneous trans-
fer of optical and microwave frequency references, providing
the end user with a set of carrier frequencies spanning the
electromagnetic spectrum.

VI. TRANSFER WITH FREQUENCY COMB

Although direct transfer of an optical frequency refer-
ence over fiber provides better short-term stability than mi-
crowave frequency transfer using amplitude modulation,
there are a few limitations of direct optical frequency trans-
fer. The transmission of an optical frequency offers very little
flexibility, so if the remote user wishes to use the frequency
reference to measure an optical frequency that is even
�100 GHz away from the reference �corresponding to a
0.05% deviation for a 1550 nm reference�, an optical fre-
quency comb would be needed by the remote user to span
this gap and make this measurement. If a microwave fre-
quency reference is required by the remote user, an optical
frequency comb would again be needed. Likewise, for
microwave-frequency transfer using amplitude modulation a

frequency comb is also needed for making an optical fre-
quency measurement. Hence, a natural choice is to directly
transmit the optical frequency comb, which can be stabilized
to either an optical or microwave frequency reference prior
to transfer. This provides the end user with a set of both
microwave and optical frequency references spanning the
spectrum. A microwave reference can be obtained by a re-
mote user with a photodetector that provides harmonics of
the repetition frequency of the transmitted comb, or equiva-
lently, the spacing of the comb components. Alternatively, it
is likely that a component of the transmitted optical comb or
its second or third harmonic is sufficiently close to any op-
tical frequency the remote user wishes to measure. There-
fore, after generating the necessary harmonic of the comb, an
appropriate optical frequency reference is available to the
user. When the transmitted comb is stabilized to an optical
frequency standard, both the microwave and optical fre-
quency references it provides exhibit the stability of this op-
tical standard.23 Of course, the use of an optical frequency
comb does bring other technical complexities such as
amplitude-to-phase conversion, dispersion fluctuations in the
transfer path, and frequency comb stabilization with two de-
grees of freedom.

A. Stabilization of frequency comb

To understand the use of a frequency comb for frequency
distribution, it is important to understand some basic prin-
ciples of the comb and its stabilization.22,43,113 The frequency
of every component of the comb produced by a mode-locked
laser is given by two free parameters: the laser repetition
frequency �f rep�, and the carrier-envelope offset frequency
�f0�, which is related to the difference between the group and
phase velocities in the laser cavity. The frequency of each
component, �n, is then given by

�n = nf rep + f0. �15�

Once the two microwave frequencies f rep and f0 are sta-
bilized, every component is stabilized. The offset frequency
f0 can be measured using the self-referencing technique101

shown schematically in Fig. 12, provided the comb spans an
entire octave. The heterodyne beat between the frequency-
doubled infrared portion of the comb and the high-frequency
portion provides the microwave frequency f0. It can be sta-
bilized to a frequency reference by controlling the difference
of the group and phase velocities in the laser cavity using the
pump laser’s intensity.41,114,115 This scheme for self-

FIG. 11. �Color online� Optical measurement between the transmitted I2 and
the Hg+ standards is shown as filled circles. The local measurement between
twoI2 standards is shown as open squares, and the measurement between the
transmitted I2 standard and the NIST maser reference is shown as triangles.
�Adapted from Ref. 86.�

FIG. 12. �Color online� The carrier-envelope offset frequency is found by
taking the difference of the frequencies of a comb mode at �2n and the
second harmonic of a mode at �n.
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referencing is often referred to as the f-to-2f scheme. The
octave-wide spectrum needed for this scheme can be
achieved either by use of highly nonlinear microstructure
fiber116 or by femtosecond lasers which directly emit octave-
spanning spectra.100,117 It is also possible to stabilize the f0

with a 2f-to-3f scheme118,119 which only requires 2/3 of an
octave, or more complicated schemes involving various fre-
quency ratios.120 Also, difference-frequency schemes allow
an infrared comb to be formed that has no offset frequency;
only the comb spacing need be stabilized.121

The stabilization of the comb to an optical frequency
reference is completed by stabilizing the heterodyne beat be-
tween one of the comb lines and the optical reference, while
f0 is independently stabilized. Usually a PZT-actuated mirror
in the mode-locked laser cavity is used for this, which ad-
justs the laser repetition frequency. With every comb line
now effectively phase-locked to the optical frequency refer-
ence, the comb provides a phase-coherent link from the op-
tical reference to any other optical frequency within the
comb bandwidth, and even to the microwave frequency do-
main via the spacing of the comb lines �or, equivalently, f rep�.

Alternatively, instead of locking the comb to an optical
frequency reference, f rep can be stabilized directly to a mi-
crowave reference. The photodetected comb repetition fre-
quency is mixed with a microwave reference to produce an
error signal that can be applied to a PZT-actuated mirror in
the laser cavity. With f0 stabilized using the f-to-2f scheme,
the stability of the microwave reference is transferred to ev-
ery comb line, and thus to the entire optical spectrum within
the comb bandwidth.

Whether locking the comb in the microwave or optical
domain, some finite residual locking error will always exist
�perhaps set by thermal noise or shot noise in the best case�.
When stabilizing the comb in the optical domain, this lock-
ing error contributes much less to the fractional instability
than it would contribute in the case of microwave stabiliza-
tion of the comb. Therefore, it is best to consider optically
locking the comb to derive microwave information from
stable optical references in order to take advantage of large
frequency ratios between the optical frequency comb modes
and the microwave frequency of interest.

For transmission of frequency references over optical fi-
bers, a stabilized comb at 1550 nm is required for minimiz-
ing loss and dispersion during fiber transmission. Mode-
locked Er+3 fiber lasers are a good source of 1550 nm
frequency combs.122–126 They can be frequency broadened to
span an entire octave, allowing the use of the f-to-2f stabi-
lization technique for f0.101 As an alternative, the 1550 nm
comb can be stabilized to the comb of a mode-locked Ti:sap-
phire laser, which is itself stabilized to the frequency refer-
ence. For example, a mode-locked laser diode has a band-
width of only �1 nm, preventing the use of the self-
referencing technique for stabilizing f0. It is stabilized to a
Ti:sapphire comb by first phase-locking the two repetition
frequencies together when they are independently
detected.127 This results in the tight synchronization of the
two lasers, as is described in more detail in Sec. VI D for two
mode-locked fiber lasers. Then, the 1550-nm comb is fre-
quency doubled to achieve spectral overlap with the Ti:sap-

phire comb, enabling the detection of the heterodyne beat
between the combs in a manner similar to Ref. 128. The
stabilization of this heterodyne beat completes the stabiliza-
tion of the 1550 nm comb to the Ti:sapphire comb.129 Low
phase- and amplitude-noise mode-locked diode lasers130,131

can take advantage of this general scheme to stabilize their
optical frequency comb outputs.

The simplicity of locking a femtosecond comb relative
to some reference is made possible by the need to actively
control only two degrees of freedom, allowing the mode-
locking process of a femtosecond laser to enforce the rigid
spacing of comb lines across the laser’s spectrum. Indeed,
stabilization of femtosecond frequency combs has become
a routine and robust method for transferring the phase
coherence and stability offered by a reference from any-
where in the electromagnetic spectrum �rf and
microwave,41,101,120,132,133 infrared,121,134–136 visible,137,138 or
even UV and XUV 139,140 across vast frequency gaps.

B. Passive microwave transfer: Effect of fiber
dispersion

The instability introduced during transfer of a micro-
wave frequency reference using a frequency comb was de-
termined using the comb produced by a passively mode-
locked fiber ring laser with a fundamental repetition
frequency of �97 MHz.141 The setup used is shown in Fig.
13. The output of the fiber laser is split into two portions.
One portion is transmitted through the BRAN fiber while the
second portion provides a reference against which to mea-
sure noise introduced by the transmission. The reference and
transmitted pulse trains are detected with two photodetectors,
and the resultant microwave signals are filtered to select the
eighth harmonic �774 MHz� of the repetition frequency. Be-
cause of amplitude-to-phase noise conversion in the photo-
detectors, as discussed in Sec. II C, the optical power inci-
dent on each photodetector plays a crucial role in
determining the detected instability. Fiber-pigtailed variable
optical attenuators are used to control the power incident on
the photodetectors. Since Allan deviation measurements need
a frequency-shifted local copy for beat frequency counting
�while phase noise measurements can be made in a homo-
dyne fashion�, the reference signal is first shifted by 10 kHz

FIG. 13. �Color online� The frequency instability for transfer of the comb
repetition frequency is measured by counting the 10 kHz mixing product
between the shifted reference signal from the mode-locked fiber laser and
the transmitted signal. SSB gen., single-sideband generator; VOA, variable
optical attenuator. �Adapted from Ref. 141.�
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using a single-sideband generator. Then, the frequency fluc-
tuations introduced by the transfer are measured by filtering
and counting the 10 kHz mixing product of the shifted ref-
erence signal and the transmitted signal. Since both signals
originate from the same optical source, fluctuations of the
fiber laser’s f rep are common mode and do not contribute to
the detected noise. Therefore, for these measurements the
fiber laser is left free-running. As opposed to the case of the
free-running cw optical source in Sec. V, the microwave co-
herence time of the free-running fiber laser’s f rep harmonic is
significantly longer than Trt. This prevents the servo from
being confused between incoherence of the source and inco-
herence of the fiber link, as discussed in Sec. III C.

It is found that the lowest instability for transfer with the
comb is achieved when the average optical powers on the
photodetectors producing the transmitted and reference sig-
nals are reduced as low as possible while still achieving a
sufficient SNR for the recovered microwave signals. This is
attributed to there being amplitude noise on the laser pulse
train that is converted to phase noise by the photodetectors,65

as described in Sec. II C. A good solution is to stabilize the
optical power incident on the detectors. Without such imple-
mentation, reducing the optical power decreases the magni-
tude of the power fluctuations, thereby lowering the magni-
tude of phase fluctuations produced by the photodetectors.

Because of the need to achieve a sufficient SNR for the
microwave signal recovered from the transmitted pulse train
using the smallest possible average optical power, it is nec-

essary to keep the temporal width of the pulses as small as
possible. Shorter pulses provide a larger SNR for higher har-
monics of the repetition frequency than longer pulses when
using the same average optical power. However, the 6.9 km
BRAN fiber �round-trip� possesses considerable dispersion at
1550 nm and significantly stretches the fiber laser pulses to
�1 ns during transfer. The effect of this dispersive stretching
on the temporal length of the transmitted pulses can be mini-
mized by reducing the spectral bandwidth of the pulses.
Though this results in longer pulses initially, the dispersion
of the BRAN fiber does not have as large an impact, result-
ing in shorter pulses after transfer compared to when
broader-bandwidth pulses are used. Therefore, the operating
parameters of the fiber laser play an important role in mini-
mizing the transfer instability of its repetition frequency and
harmonics.

The effect of these laser parameters on the transfer sta-
bility is investigated by varying the pulse bandwidth and
average optical power, which is accomplished by adjusting
the pump power and polarization components of the fiber
laser, thus modifying the mode-locking condition. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 14. The lowest instability is obtained
with the narrowest pulse bandwidth, when a high SNR is
achievable with the minimum average optical power.
Broader pulse bandwidths require more optical power to re-
cover the same SNR, which increases the instability because
of amplitude-to-phase conversion of the photodetectors. Re-
ducing the optical power but maintaining a broad bandwidth

FIG. 14. �Color online� �a� The Allan deviation for microwave-frequency transfer over the BRAN fiber using various bandwidths for the transmitted fiber laser
pulses and several different average optical powers incident on the receiving photodetector. The lowest instability is achieved with the narrowest bandwidth,
which provides a sufficient SNR for the received microwave signal with the smallest optical power. The measurement noise floor, obtained with a short piece
of fiber, is the same for all operating conditions. �b� The pulse spectra for the three mode-locking conditions used in �a�. bw, bandwidth. �Adapted from Ref.
141.�
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still produces poor results, since the SNR is insufficient.
Clearly, highly linear, high-power photodetectors would be
helpful to keep the amplitude-to-phase conversion very low,
while allowing the use of higher incident powers for achiev-
ing a sufficient SNR, even with temporally stretched large
bandwidth pulses. Active stabilization of the optical power
would further help to prevent amplitude-to-phase conversion
while allowing the increased SNR offered by higher optical
powers. Without the dispersive BRAN fiber, the measured
instability is no longer dependent on the pulse bandwidth,
since for all cases the pulses are shorter than the timing reso-
lution of the photodetector. This is indicated by the fact that
the measurement noise floor, using a short, 2 m fiber and
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 14�a�, is the same regardless
of the operating parameters.

At 1 s, the best stability provided by the comb for pas-
sive microwave frequency transfer141 is comparable to that
reported for the LPL-SYRTE link82 and NASA’s Deep Space
Network104 without stabilization. However, the comb pro-
vides nearly an order of magnitude improvement over the
performance demonstrated for modulated cw transfer over
the same BRAN fiber, and provides stability similar to that
obtained for optical frequency transfer. This is likely because
the modulated cw transfer over the BRAN made use of only
a 10% modulation index. The average optical power present
for a given SNR of the rf signal from modulated cw transfer
would have been much higher than that needed to produce
the same SNR from a pulse train.

C. Active noise cancellation using group delay

The stability of microwave frequency transfer with the
optical frequency comb can be further improved by imple-
menting active cancellation of the fiber noise.142 An adjust-
able delay line is used to compensate for fluctuations in the
effective transmission length and therefore group delay of
the fiber. This active noise cancellation reduces the fre-
quency instability for metrology applications and the broad-
bandwidth timing jitter for remote synchronization applica-
tions. Such control of the timing jitter has only recently been
attempted,142,143 although interesting techniques for measur-
ing the phase noise of pulse trains have previously been
explored.144,145 For comparison, Ref. 105 reports the timing
jitter in an active system �microwave transfer by modulating

a cw optical carrier� that was limited by a feedback-loop time
constant of �10 s and a measurement resolution of 400 fs,
for a limited bandwidth extending from dc to only 100 Hz.
The active noise cancellation reported by Ref. 143 provided
a residual timing jitter after transfer of �20 fs over a band-
width from 1 Hz to 50 MHz, the Nyquist frequency, for
transmission over several kilometers. Depending on the ap-
plication, the entire Nyquist bandwidth may not always be
relevant since some transducers at the remote end will not
have the speed or bandwidth to track the fast noise. There-
fore, in order to achieve low phase noise at Fourier frequen-
cies outside the tracking bandwidth of local oscillators at the
remote end, oscillators with excellent noise properties at
these higher Fourier frequencies are required. For example,
the phase noise of a free-running mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser goes as f−4 above 10 kHz, allowing it to achieve very
low phase noise at high frequencies.146

In order to achieve the best transfer with respect to phase
noise or instability, dispersion compensation of the fiber
should be implemented. It was previously explained that to
reduce the instability from amplitude-to-phase noise conver-
sion it is crucial to minimize the average optical power on
the photodetector while maintaining a sufficient SNR of the
microwave signal, which requires transmission of the short-
est pulses possible. However, the dispersion of the BRAN
fiber stretches the pulses to �1 ns. The impact of this dis-
persion was mitigated for passive transfer in Ref. 141 by
reducing the spectral bandwidth of the fiber laser’s pulses,
but the reduced spectral coverage potentially renders the op-
tical comb less useful at the remote end. A more useful strat-
egy for minimizing the pulse length after transfer is to imple-
ment dispersion control of the transmission fiber.78,79 This
enables the transmission of pulses with durations below the
photodetector resolution of 40 ps, which gives a high SNR
for the detected repetition frequency harmonics, thereby re-
ducing the phase noise limits associated with the SNR as
discussed in Sec. II C. Figure 15 shows the setup used in
Ref. 142 for transfer of the repetition frequency harmonics
using active stabilization and dispersion compensation. The
fiber laser output is again split into two portions, one of
which is used for microwave-frequency transfer, while the
other provides a reference against which to measure the
noise introduced during transfer. The transmitted portion

FIG. 15. �Color online� To cancel the phase noise introduced during transfer of the comb repetition frequency, the phase noise is first measured by mixing the
81st harmonic of the repetition frequency obtained from the transmitted pulses and a reference portion of the fiber laser output. The resulting error signal is
then applied to an adjustable delay line after appropriate filtering and amplification. The transmission fiber is either the dispersion-compensated BRAN fiber,
or the DSF. A FFT provides spectral analysis of the in-loop timing jitter. The out-of-loop frequency instability is determined from the eighth harmonic of the
repetition frequency obtained from the lower pair of photodetectors as in Fig. 13. VOA, variable optical attenuator. �Adapted from Ref. 142.�
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passes first through an adjustable delay line before entering
the distribution fiber. The adjustable delay line, which will be
described in detail later, provides the means to compensate
for path-length fluctuations of the distribution fiber and ac-
tively cancel the transfer-induced noise. The distribution fi-
ber consists either of the BRAN round trip preceded by an
appropriate length of dispersion-compensation fiber �DCF�,
or simply a long dispersion-shifted fiber �DSF� without the
BRAN. The DCF has a group delay dispersion �GDD� with a
sign opposite to that of the BRAN, but with equal magnitude
for a carefully measured length, yielding a transmission path
with a net GDD of magnitude �4 ps2. This produces trans-
mitted pulses that are �60 ps in duration, limited by uncom-
pensated higher-order dispersion. The DSF has had its 0
GDD point shifted to the wavelength of the fiber laser �1550
nm� and has a net GDD of magnitude �23 ps2. It provides
transmitted pulses shorter than 40 ps. Both transmission me-
dia transmit pulses that are short enough to yield a high SNR
for the received microwave signal with an average optical
power sufficiently low ��30 �W� to significantly reduce
noise caused by amplitude-to-phase conversion in the photo-
detection process.

After the distribution fiber, an erbium-doped fiber ampli-
fier �EDFA� is used for compensation of losses in the fiber
link. It has been confirmed that the EDFA does not add ad-
ditional instability during transfer.141 The reference and
transmitted pulse trains are each detected on two photodetec-
tors, with the incident average optical powers adjusted with
variable optical attenuators. The microwave signals from the
upper pair of detectors in Fig. 15 are filtered to select the
81st harmonic �7.84 GHz� of the fiber laser’s f rep and are
mixed with the appropriate relative phase to provide an error
signal for the phase noise introduced during transfer. Using a
high harmonic helps reduce possible phase noise limits asso-
ciated with shot noise and thermal noise, as predicted by Eq.
�7�. The measured jitter is applied to the adjustable delay line
with appropriate gain and filtering to minimize the transfer-
induced noise. A FFT provides spectral analysis of the re-
sidual in-loop jitter. The second pair of microwave signals is
filtered to select the eighth harmonic �774 MHz� of f rep for
out-of-loop frequency instability measurements. The fre-
quencies of the local and round-trip signals are compared for
averaging times �1 s by shifting the reference signal 10 kHz
with a single-sideband generator and subsequently counting
the 10 kHz mixing product of the shifted reference and un-
shifted transmitted signals, as shown in Fig. 13. This pro-
vides another out-of-loop measurement of the residual fre-
quency instability present with active cancellation of the
transfer noise.

For the microwave frequency transfer considered here, it
is necessary to stabilize the group delay of the fiber, which
has path length fluctuations on the order of millimeters over
the course of several hours. Therefore, an adjustable delay
line is employed to stabilize the microwave phase of the 81st
harmonic of f rep. It consists of two elements: a free-space
path length terminated with a voice coil-activated retroreflec-
tor and a PZT-actuated fiber stretcher. The voice coil oper-
ates by the same principle as an audio speaker and provides
a large range of motion �a few millimeters�, but with low

bandwidth. The fiber stretcher consists of optical fiber tightly
wound 40 times around a cylindrical PZT. It extends the
servo bandwidth to �1 kHz. The gain and bandwidth of the
servo are limited by a resonance in the fiber stretcher at
�20 kHz. To transfer the microwave signal to a remote user,
the detected noise introduced after a round-trip transmission
was used to cancel the perturbations for one-way transfer.
This was done by simply retroreflecting a portion of the op-
tical comb into a return trip along the fiber. As long as the
light double-passes the adjustable delay line before detecting
an error signal, as in Fig. 5�c�, stabilizing the round-trip
phase will also have the effect of stabilizing the one-way
phase at the remote end.

Figure 16 shows the fractional frequency instability in-
troduced during transfer through the dispersion-compensated
BRAN fiber �open triangles� and the DSF �open circles� for
averaging times �1 s, without active noise cancellation.
These data are obtained from the frequency comparison of
the 774 MHz signals from the pair of out-of-loop photode-
tectors in Fig. 15. With the activation of the noise cancella-
tion, the instability for transfer through the BRAN is reduced
from 3�10−14 to �9�10−15 �filled triangles� for a 1 s
averaging time and reaches 1�10−15 at 100 s, just slightly
above the noise floor of the measurement system �open
squares�. The noise cancellation reduces the instability for
transfer through the DSF from 6�10−14 to �7�10−15

�filled circles� for a 1 s averaging time, limited by the mea-
surement noise floor. Transfer through the DSF reaches an
instability of a few parts in 1016 at 100 s with the noise
cancellation. The measurement noise floor is determined by
replacing the transmission fiber with a short length of fiber.
Since these results were obtained with independent detectors
outside the stabilization loop, they represent an upper limit to
any contributions the in-loop photodetectors �operating at the
81st harmonic of the repetition rate� may have made toward
instability.

While a wide servo bandwidth benefits the frequency
instability measurement as shown in Fig. 16, which is useful
for frequency metrology applications where the long-term
�1 s� transfer instability could be important, it is the time-
domain experiments that benefit the most from a fast servo,
as the adverse short time scale noises can be suppressed to

FIG. 16. �Color online� The Allan deviation for microwave-frequency trans-
fer through the DSF and dispersion-compensated BRAN fiber indicates that
the active noise cancellation reduces the transfer instability for transfer
through the DSF to the measurement noise floor, and nearly to the noise
floor for transfer through the dispersion-compensated BRAN fiber. The
noise floor is determined using a short piece of fiber. �Adapted from Ref.
142.�
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preserve the true phase coherence. Figure 17�a� shows the
spectral density of the rms jitter �measured in-loop� intro-
duced during transfer of the fiber laser’s f rep over the
dispersion-compensated BRAN fiber with active stabilization
of the transmission path �open squares�. The corresponding
single-sideband phase noise, L�f�, of the transmitted 81st
harmonic of the fiber laser repetition frequency is shown on
the right axis. The active noise cancellation reduces the re-
sidual jitter to the measurement noise floor over the entire
bandwidth from 1 Hz to 100 kHz, except for the Fourier
frequency range from �1 to �10 kHz. This jitter spectral
density represents the upper limit of the combined in-loop
noise and measurement noise floor. The measurement noise
floor is determined by replacing the BRAN fiber and the
DCF with a short piece of fiber and attenuating the light
incident on the photodetector to produce the same photocur-
rent and microwave signal power that are obtained for trans-
mission over the dispersion-compensated BRAN. Figure
17�b� shows the corresponding total rms timing jitter inte-
grated over a bandwidth from 1 Hz to fh, versus Fourier
frequency fh. The total integrated jitter over the bandwidth
from 1 Hz to 100 kHz is reduced to �16 fs, nearly limited by
the measurement noise floor. This result was confirmed by an
out-of-loop measurement, presented in the following section,
by optical cross correlation.

By compensating the effects of fiber dispersion, attenu-
ating optical powers to avoid amplitude-to-phase conversion,
detecting high harmonics of the comb’s repetition rate, and
actuating on the group delay with a high servo bandwidth,
frequency transfer using the comb has reached a level of
�7�10−15 at 1 s for kilometer-scale fiber links, limited by
the measurement noise floor. Also, as a result of the high
servo bandwidth, timing applications such as the remote syn-
chronization discussed next are now able to achieve very low
residual jitter ��20 fs over the Nyquist bandwidth� even

when systems are separated by great distances.

D. Remote synchronization of ultrafast lasers

Actively stabilized microwave frequency transfer using a
frequency comb can be employed to synchronize two re-
motely located femtosecond lasers.143 To achieve remote
synchronization, the pulse train from the reference laser is
transmitted through several kilometers of fiber using the
stable transfer technique previously discussed. Then, the re-
mote slave laser is synchronized to the stable incoming pulse
train with a high-bandwidth actuator. The setup used for re-
mote synchronization experiments is shown in Fig. 18. In our
experiment, two mode-locked fiber lasers were constructed
so that harmonics of their repetition frequencies coincide at
�93 MHz. The transmitting laser is free-running, while the
slave laser has an electro-optic modulator �EOM� �Ref. 147�
and a PZT inside its cavity. The slave laser is synchronized
to the reference laser by way of a microwave phase lock of
the repetition frequencies. In this scheme, the PZT has a
large dynamic range �14 �m� that allows for long time scale
locking �12 h�, while the EOM provides a high bandwidth
actuator to achieve tight synchronization.

To characterize the residual timing jitter of the synchro-
nization we use a crossed-beam, background free, optical
cross correlation of the two lasers’ pulse trains, as discussed
in Sec. II D. The two pulse trains are focused onto a LiIO3

crystal �type I phase matching�, which generates sum fre-
quency light �SFG� when the two pulses overlap in time and
space. To achieve temporal overlap, we use two phase-
locked loops that operate at two different timing
resolutions.68,69 A course-timing loop operates at the funda-
mental frequency of 93 MHz, while a higher-resolution loop
operates at 7.6 GHz �80th harmonic of f rep�. A phase shifter
in the fundamental frequency loop allows course-timing ad-
justments such that temporal overlap between the two pulse
trains can be found. Once a SFG signal is observed on a
photomultiplier tube �PMT�, we measure the total cross-
correlation width to calibrate SFG intensity fluctuation to
timing jitter conversion. We then transfer control from the
fundamental frequency loop to the 7.6 GHz loop. A phase
shifter in the high-harmonic loop allows fine-tuning of the

FIG. 17. �Color online� �a� The rms timing jitter spectral density �left axis�
for transfer over the dispersion-compensated BRAN fiber and the equivalent
single-sideband �SSB� phase noise of the transmitted 81st harmonic of the
comb repetition frequency �right axis� with active noise cancellation. �b�
The integrated rms jitter over a bandwidth from 1 Hz to fh vs fh for transfer
over the BRAN fiber. The measurement noise floor is obtained by replacing
the transmission fiber with a short piece of fiber. �Adapted from Ref. 142.�

FIG. 18. �Color online� High-level diagram showing the setup for remote
synchronization of two femtosecond fiber lasers. The repetition rate of the
reference laser is transmitted through 4.5 km of dispersion-shifted fiber with
active stabilization of the group delay. The remote laser is synchronized to
the pulse trains exiting the fiber link using rf techniques, and an out-of-loop
optical cross correlation is used to characterize the net performance of the
system. �Adapted from Ref. 143.�
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timing overlap of the pulses such that we can position the
SFG signal at the steepest point of the cross-correlation slope
to obtain the most sensitive measurement of pulse timing
jitter, which is proportional to the amplitude fluctuations of
the SFG signal. We monitor the amplitude fluctuations of the
SFG signal through a 50 MHz low-pass filter to determine
the timing jitter within an integration bandwidth up to the
Nyquist frequency.

It is important to note that the cross correlation is per-
formed on the same optical table that holds the two lasers
used in the experiment. This configuration allows a direct
comparison of the two lasers, which reveals the timing jitter
due to both the transmission path and the slave laser’s lock-
ing ability. Also, the proximity of the two lasers with the
cross correlator allows a relatively narrow cross-correlation
width of 165 fs because the pulses have not spread signifi-
cantly in time due to dispersion.

Initially, synchronization was performed with the two
fiber lasers collocated �i.e., no fiber link between them�. The
synchronization was within a level of 10 fs over the entire
Nyquist bandwidth �Fig. 19�a��, which agreed with our rf-
domain in-loop measurement of the timing jitter. A 4.5 km
dispersion-shifted fiber was then inserted between the two
lasers, with active cancellation of the fiber noise imple-
mented. The transfer process introduced 16 fs of jitter; this
jitter adds in quadrature with the synchronization jitter of 10
fs. The total timing jitter is thus around 20 fs, as can be seen
in Fig. 19�b�, which was directly observed from the out-of-
loop cross-correlation measurement. This result is in agree-
ment with the in-loop measurement discussed in Sec. VI C.

E. All-optical detection of synchronization error
signal

The noise floor limits present in microwave detection
schemes �discussed in Sec. II C� can be circumvented by
turning to optical detection of the error signal for synchroni-
zation. A modified optical cross-correlation arrangement was
employed to derive a dispersion-type error signal for local
synchronization of a fs Ti:sapphire laser with a fs Cr:LiSaf
laser.70 Alternatively, an optical frequency standard was em-
ployed at NIST to synchronize two local fs Ti:sapphire
lasers.71 While in principle both of these techniques could be
used to derive an error signal for remote synchronization,

their implementation in this setting would be rather complex.
In the former case, near-perfect chirp compensation of the
transmission pulse would be required, while the latter case,
similar to the work discussed in Sec. V, would require stabi-
lized transmission of an optical frequency standard.

A third approach is shown in Fig. 20. The master and
slave combs are combined colinearly and then spectrally re-
solved. An optical heterodyne beat is detected at each spec-
tral extreme. The difference of these two optical heterodyne
beats contains an error signal proportional to the difference
in the comb spacing between the two lasers �
fn in Fig. 20�,
multiplied by the spectral separation of the beats �k− p in
Fig. 20�. A complete derivation of this result appears in Ref.
73. The principle of this approach has been demonstrated by
detecting and canceling the noise from a 100 m fiber link
with a mode-locked fiber laser operating at 1550 nm. The
pulse train from the free-running laser is split into two cop-
ies, one of which is sent through the fiber link. After transit
the transferred copy is overlapped with the local copy, and
the system shown in Fig. 20 employs a spectral separation of
50 nm in order to form an error signal. With this spectral
separation ��6 THz� and the repetition rate of the lasers �50
MHz�, the optical heterodyne technique is effectively gener-
ating a synchronization signal at the 120 000th harmonic.
Using an interferometric cross correlation as the diagnostic
technique �described in Sec. II D�, the residual jitter is mea-
sured to be �0.04 fs �1 Hz to 10 MHz�.73

F. Future work and considerations

To date, distribution of a fully stabilized frequency comb
�meaning stable, simultaneous delivery of both f rep and f0�
has not been achieved. As the comb’s capability to transmit
both a microwave and optical frequency is one of the moti-
vating factors for its use, it is worth discussing some consid-
erations for accomplishing this goal. After fluctuations in the
group delay of the transmission fiber have been corrected �to
produce a stabilized f rep at the remote end�, f0 will experi-
ence shifts if there is a time-varying dispersion in the trans-
mission path. Such fluctuations in f0 are certainly possible
with environmental perturbations to the optical fiber. In order
to generate an error signal sensitive to these shifts, a modi-

FIG. 19. �Color online� Optical cross-correlation measurement of the timing
jitter for �a� local synchronization, and �b� slave synchronization through a
fiber link. Both traces are shown with a 50 MHz low-pass filter that allows
us to observe the timing jitter up to the Nyquist frequency. �Adapted from
Ref. 143.�

FIG. 20. �Color online� All-optical generation of an error signal for synchro-
nization of two combs. When the combs are close in repetition rate, we can
express one �the slave� as having a slight amount of frequency noise on its
repetition rate �
fn� as compared to the master comb. By spectral leveraging,
this noise can be greatly amplified during the detection process to produce
an improved error signal.
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fication of the optical heterodyne setup shown in Fig. 20
must be made. Instead of taking a difference between the
heterodyne beats, each beat would need to be separately
locked, thereby producing two error signals. While not com-
pletely orthogonal, one of these error signals could be used
to lock the group delay �via similar actuators discussed pre-
viously�. The second error signal would then be fed back to
an adjustable dispersion compensation device �such as a
PZT-equipped chirped fiber Bragg grating�. Thus, by locking
the comb at two distinct spectral regions both f rep and f0

would be stabilized. Correction of higher-order dispersion
variations would require sampling of the interference spectra
at more than two points to generate additional error signals.

VII. SUMMARY

After studying in detail the three fiber-based techniques
for distribution of a frequency reference, it is apparent that
optically based approaches benefit from the higher phase
resolution offered by optical frequencies, although the
microwave-based approaches may be more straightforward
and are already adequate for many applications. Ultimately
the choice of which technique to use will depend on the
application. For stability purposes ��1 s� the modulated cw
transfer, direct optical transfer, and the comb transfer all of-
fer instabilities of a few parts in 1014 at 1 s without any
active stabilization. Once stabilization is utilized the direct
optical transfer performs the best112 at 3�10−15 at 1 s, while
microwave transfer using the comb performs at �7�10−15

and the modulated cw beam technique achieves 5�10−14. It
is expected that stabilization of the optical phase during
transfer of the comb would enable it to perform as well as the
direct optical transfer for distributing an optical frequency
reference. On the other hand, if the remote site has a fre-
quency comb available to connect optical and microwave
frequencies, it is expected that the direct optical transfer
would work as well as frequency comb transfer for remote
synchronization applications requiring low timing jitter at
high sampling rates.

Fiber transfer experiments are starting to aid the fre-
quency standards community to transfer the highest quality
optical atomic clock signals at this point. It remains to be
seen which type of frequency transfer will result in the high-
est stability links. In particular, longer data runs for both
direct optical transfer and frequency comb transfer will be
necessary in order to determine how they average down with
time, once other technical noise limitations are overcome.
On the other hand, it is already a useful discovery that for
short time scale synchronization applications ���10 s�; both
technologies yield superior results to microwave transfer by
modulation of a cw optical carrier. Other factors that may
play into the decision of which method to use include
whether a microwave reference is needed, or an optical ref-
erence, or both simultaneously, and whether the remote user
has access to an optical frequency comb or would prefer to
have the comb itself used for distribution. Finally, as dis-
cussed in Sec. III, signal attenuation, integrated noise of the
link, and PMD must all be considered when designing a

particular fiber link’s noise cancellation system, since their
relative scalings with length of the link will determine par-
ticular system design parameters.

As frequency distribution networks of greater and
greater lengths are developed, it is important to keep in mind
some of the fundamental limitations to the stability that can
be achieved. As we discussed earlier, thermal noise and shot
noise present fundamental limits to the achievable measure-
ment noise floor. To reduce the impact of these limits it is
important to have at least enough light power incident on the
system’s photodetectors to reduce the thermal noise floor be-
low the shot noise floor. However, this requires the develop-
ment of highly linear, high-current photodetectors to avoid
amplitude-to-phase conversion. Also, since stabilization
techniques rely on the detection of round-trip phase noise to
deduce and cancel one-way phase noise, it is important to
keep in mind that only noise that is stationary during the
round-trip time can be effectively canceled. Therefore, as the
distribution distances get longer, the bandwidth within which
noise can be canceled becomes smaller. One way to over-
come this limitation would be to have “repeater” stations that
would receive a stabilized frequency reference and phase-
lock a local oscillator to this reference, and then retransmit
this reference to the next repeater in the chain. In this sce-
nario the maximum transmission length that must be stabi-
lized never exceeds that dictated by the bandwidth of noise
present.

As we look forward to the future of optical clock-based
technology, we quickly come to the realization that charac-
terization of optical clocks and distribution of their signals
on the surface of the Earth will become seriously limited by
our knowledge of the local gravitational potentials, as
pointed out in a recent Reference Frame article by D.
Kleppner.148 An interesting solution might be to place a net-
work of optical clocks in space, where frequency combs used
as clockwork can function also for precise and absolute dis-
tance ranging149 as well as remote transfer of optical clocks,
such that a stable geoid could be defined from space. In that
scenario, we are more than happy that the fiber-based ap-
proach might retire!
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